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On September 11'" the worid as we know it changed forever when terrorists 
attacked the United States. On that fateful Tuesday, SLA lost rnembers wh3 
died serving in "active duty." Whiie, fortunately, many of o x  members es- 
caped the horriiic tragedy, they suffered terrible losses among their loved ones 
and colleagues, and they may suffer more losses in Their ways of life or live% 
hood. We mourn our members' untimely deaths, and we share the concerns of 
those who have survived to face huge uncertainty. The images of Seprember 
1lt!' are etched into our psyche, and they will shape :i?e world we live in. 
Sociologists, psychologists, and social commentators agree thar the events cf 
that morning will have more cf an immediate inpact upon us as a society than 
any other single evenr of the last hundred plus years. September E, 2001, has 
already drawn dark comparisons to December 7, 1941. The political, social, 
and economic effects are evident as the world unites to wage a global war on 
terrorism Certainly, we can see repercussions on businesses, governments, 
and professional associa';ions, particularly on SLA, where the very nat7Jre cf 
our members' beisgs is incorporated into information sharing, knowledge buiid- 
ing, and globai networking. 
Like many organizations, SLA and its membership has stakes in rhe ground, 
which touch upon the worldwide aftermath of the events of Septenber. On 
October 12th, during their monthly meeting, the headquarters staff shared views 
on these issues and attempted tc gather some perspective on the overall rami- 
fications of recenr world events. 
-. i ne discussion focused on topics l i ~ e  the vulnerabiiity of information systems 
tc sabotage and the impact that technological warfare could have upon us. We 
noted the changes in policy regarding the kinds of information freely available 
on many governmen? web sites, and wondered how that might affect our mem- 
bers who rely upon that information to provide crirical services to their ciien- 
teles. We wondered about our beliefs in information sharing, informa:ion cen- 
sorship, and information privacy. We discussed some of o x  personal fears and 
concerns about our safety and the safety of our family and friends. We pon- 
dered what could we do as individuals to bridge the religious and cultural 
differences that have played a key role in the events leading up to September 
1Ith, and continue to divide much of the world. 
In ihe weeks since the attacks, we have all asked ourselves abour the unique 
contributions thar SLA can provide to make the worid a better place. How, 
under these horrific circumstances, can we "put our knowledge to work?" We 
must recognize that cur prcfessional propensities to make decisicns based on 
verifiable and source attri5utable information has greater value now. Our abii- 
ity to organize information into intelligence has greater necessity. Our under- 
stacding cf the confiuence of content and connectivity provides more sensitiv- 
ity to security concerns. As SLA members and knowledge leaders in the 2lST 
Century, we have an obligation to put measures in place to help build a greater 
global understanding. Francis Bacon said "Knowiedge is pawer." To paraphrase 
him a bit, knowiedge is a powerful weapon! 
Jean A x e h t h  is the president and owner of Axefroth & Associatej. She has over two decades of experience G j  a iibmrian and a consuitont to 
golvernments, lawfi/mj, corporations and trade associations. She has written and lectured extensively on a wide range of topics, including space 
planning and collection development. Axelroth has on M.A. in library scfence from the Uniilenity of Chicago. 
Mary Mley is Axelroth 8 Associates'senior consultant and project director. She hos been providing conjulting sewices since 1983 when she 
founded Library Management Systems, She has perjarmed information and cost auditsfor a wide range of organizations, including consulting, 
environmental engineering, petroleum, manufactuis:ng, and lawfirms. Talky has her Mmters in libray scienceJ'rom the University of Michigan. 
it is the importance of customer service to the success of our information centers. But after this polnt, agreement 
usually ends. 
How we defize customer service and what we do to pro- 
vide it differs as widely in our work places as it does in 
the general market place. There are those who believe 
that the ability to provide customer service is ingrained. 
in our collective psyche and, as professionals, ;he quality 
of our work should suffice. For others, customer service 
means stznding ready to respond whenever a patron asks 
for assistance. Still others see excellent customer service 
as the single most important factor in their information 
center's survival and provide it from the back office to 
the front. 
With these differences of opinion, many questions arise. 
Who's right and who's wrong? How far should we go to 
provide customer service and what is far enough? What 
does customer service mean to us as a profession and 
why should we care? 
To aanswer these questions, we must first create a com- 
mon language of customer service that answers why we 
care, targets o w  users, defines the meaning of the word 
service, and sets r;.,e:hods of measurement in its vocabu- 
lary. Without this common language, we will be sty- 
mied in our efforts to move beyond delivering service to 
providing exceilent customer service. 
. s , s  C ~ ~ - ~ p ~ p n ~ ; o ~  and fhe wtty j,3f Cg~to?xer S g & c ~  
It's nor s:~rpr%ing that our profession is not in agreement 
when it comes to customer service. In days past, cus- 
tomer service was not a focus of our jobs for an under- 
standable, if not necessarily good, reason-it didn't have 
to be. We worked on the assumption that serving our 
customers was the natural focus of our work and, as long 
as we performed well, no additional efforts were required. 
Our cnstomers knew where we lived and they came to 
us, or so we thought, when they needed help. These 
days, new challenges are shaking loose our old assump- 
tions, compelling us to abandon our old, complacent 
notions in order to survive. 
Now, as never before, our customers (and perhaps more 
importantly, aur potential customers] can choose where 
they go for information- and the information center may 
not be the first choice. The Interne:, end-user databases, 
individual subscriptions to electronic news media, elec- 
tronic or print document delivery services, and internal 
document collections mounted on an Intranet all con- 
tribute to a marked decrease in the volume of reference 
requests directed to information centers. In the focus 
groups we conduct with users of information centers, 
participants are increasingly citing the Internet as their 
most important information source, followed closely by 
their colleagues. The information center is frequently 
mentioned as a distant third. Infornation directors and 
professionals in all types of institutions confirm that there 
is a decline in the number of reference and research re- 
quests they are asked to handle. The sources mentioned 
here do not represent an exhaustive list of icformation 
choices, but it is exhausting just thinking about the com- 
petition. 
The choices available to our users affect their expecta- 
tions of our services and orrr products. As they experi- 
ence new and different ways of receiving information, 
they assess the information center's services against these 
new experiences. For example, Internet users often de- 
velop a host of expectations for library service: they want 
their information center to provide :he same fast and 
ubiquitous access to the center's information resources 
and an around-the-clock response to reference requests. 
Those who have had good experiences with Intercet 
search engines may feel disgruntled and discouraged if 
the information center's Intranet search engine performs 
poorly in comparison. Some users will have opposite, 
negative experiences when they attempt to use electronic 
information sources. Many Internet users experience a 
high level of frustration when too much irrelevant infor- 
mation is retrieved from a search engine. These users 
may look to the information center to provide what they 
cannot find elsewhere: information that is filtered, cn- 
point, and value-added. 
New choices and new expectations force information pro- 
fessionals to compete for cnstomers in new ways. If we 
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are to compete for our custorners, it makes sense to Icok 
to in dust^, particularly the service industry: for customer 
service models. Strong customer service is linked with 
profitability and survival in business literamre and in the 
minds of industry leaders. This year, two retail giants 
facing declining Profits, Kmart and Home Depot; an- 
nounced zajor  customx service icitiatives to increase 
their custozwr bases and prop up sagging sales. 
singularly high kvel of custo=er service. But agreeing 
that customer service is i ~ p o f i a n t  is one thing; agreeing 
what is by "service" is quire another. Cusxomer 
service is an amorphous, l~ard-to-define concept Secanse 
it encol-ilpasses every facet of an informatien center's 
operation, including things we do cot traditionally think 
of as service. It includes the service provide?> the prod- 
ucts and services provided (research, interiibrary loan, 
In the fiercely competitive, globalized narketplace, coz-  
panies no longer rely solely on the advantages of fea- 
tures and :rice to seii their products. Irstead, they e ~ -  
phasize and capitalize on high levels of service to create 
a competitive edge, and so should we. The most suc- 
cessful information centers understand the impact that 
choice and expectations have on their operarions. They 
work to anticipate and fiil their custocers' expectations 
and information ~ e e d s  by providing strong new services 
that distinguish them from the pack. They continaalfy 
pursue ways to attract and hold new customers while 
serving their existing customer base. Choice creates com- 
petition and drives the need for a common language of 
customer service within our profession. 
'ha. . , A n  ^ .,.+ , * . /S~C.* .Y,^ ' k # - - - ; I  SCI .  : :*e & 3 L o ~ 6 $ e ~  ;$< 3.,: d<:<e: 2%: &: 
Does it matter how we define the People who frequent 
our informatioi: centers? Creating a cornmon language 
of custcner service and fuiiy emjraclsg the concept of 
customer service requires a fnndanental shift in the wa37 
we view these peopie. SVe must see and treat the= as 
customers, rather tkan patrons or users. To accept this 
notior, is to accept that they are actively engaged in se- 
lecting and purchasing our goods and services. in other 
words, customers evaluate our gcods and services, then 
choose io buy them or not. To accept that we have cus- 
tomers is to accept that there is a class of people we want 
to attract so that we can sell onr prodxts and services. 
TFo accept that we want to seli our products and services 
is to accept that we must constan:iy promote and im- 
prove then  in order to compete effectively. To zccept 
t5at we must compete for our customers is to accept that 
we must r m  our icforrrp.ation centers as we would a busi- 
ness. -We cannot expect our customers to see an iatricsic 
value to our wares nor can we dernand that they value us 
simply because we believe we are providing a beneficial 
service. As in the market place, our cnstoners will vaiue 
us if and when they believe we are providing the prod- 
ucts and services that they want, when they waci thenr. 
mrrent awareness services, cirruiation controt), how the 
customer is treated by ",e service providers, the tinx and 
effort that the custorxr expend ro use the prod-~c:s 
and services, and the castomer's foregone opportu~ity to 
do something else [what economists call the opportunilgr 
cost]. Ali these thzngs conrribute to how the crrs to~er  
experiences the service and whether cr rc;; the customer 
will cone back. 
We, the service providers; are the a s s t  important car:- 
pcnen: of cus:oEer service. If that seems obvious, what 
often is not recognized is that service is rovided by more 
t h a ~  just the people who respond directly to customer 
inquiries. it is provided by anyone who answers the 
phone, sends e-=ail, processes seriais, or has even the 
slightest chance of interacting wit5 a customer. Every- 
one from the serials assisrant to the cataloger to the filer 
to rhe director is a customer service representative. Each 
person ieares an impressior,, whether they are cornnm 
nicati~g face-to-face, on the phc~ie, or via the written 
wo-s :d. Bodies should be upright (not slumping] and faces 
should be sl-ililing (not frowcisg] . Voices should express 
interest and concern (not boredcm or anger] and memos 
GL,: be polite an6 we13 writtec (not abmpt or filled 
with typos]. 
It, is not enough for the service providers to be interested 
and friendly. The inior~at ion cecter must offer the prod- 
x i s  and services that its custorners want, and need, not 
what we think they need. Ir is not enough to provide t5e 
r igk  mix of products and services; they must be Laade 
available in such a way that it is easy for the custoaes to 
use them. A CD-ROM a a y  have all the data needed 'nu: 
nsers wi3 go elsewhere if it is too slow if they are dre- 
qcently denied access, or if they are kicked-off. Web 
sabscripticns are a -waste of money if castomers are not 
trained to use them efficiently. Intranets with poor search 
engines or none at all are more Iikeiy to turn cus?oEers 
away than to connect them with the information cester's 
resources. 
Another iqmrtant conponen: is ~omrr~unications. MI! 
A good day. A fzr.:astic day. The pressure was on. 
You de!ivered. Facts at  your fingertips. The powe: to seam. Your wzy. ?inpoint precision. 
Best coptent. Dow Jones m d  Reuters. Two giobai leaders. Ope increciibie n?w service. 
Visit wvm.factiva.com/factiva to find out more, 
ctiva. 
materials produced by the information center, whether 
in print or electronic forrr~at or using words or pictures 
or sound, reflect back on the operatioc. Examine every- 
thing. Written naterials include memos to management; 
the information center's sire on the Intranet; notes to cus- 
tomers, whether formal or handwritten; nxnrrats, guides, 
and pathfinders; and end panei Labels, namepiates, and 
directicnal signs. The materiais should contain accurate 
and current information and be easy and inviting to read. 
Manuals should begin with the positive things the center 
does for its nsers, not with a iist of don'ts. Appearance 
counts as =ucS as cement. A standard look, including 
format, colcrs, iogo, and fonts, icsures that library prod- 
ucts are always easy to i&ctify 537 users .ad con-users 
alike. 
Finally, how our customers experience the ;hjrsicai envi- 
ronmect has an inipact, negarive or passive, on their 
overdl perception of the infornation center's service. As 
with a good hotel, our clientele should feel welcomed 
and comfortable and they shouid not have ", look too 
hard before finding what they waat and need. The infor- 
mation center should look neat and orderly, not clurtered 
and daustrcphobic. The first condition is condncive to 
an effective working environ~ent-people want to stay 
and are anxious to return. Tke second is not. The iack of 
good iighticg [the zost  coamon comp!a!nt fro=. custom- 
ers) , ~znccmfortabie f-zrniirrre, and broken equipnent will 
." 
asconrage customm from using :2e faciii'ly. 
- 
:o nxke -aat;ers more challenging, cnstoxer service is 
in the eye of the beholder. If the sustomer Soes not sx;e- 
rience the service as superior, then It isn t. The foiiow- 
k g  quote captures :h:s ldea weli. 
"idany librarians rnazntuin that only they, tire profession- 
a h  kave the expertise to assess tire quality of l i b m r ~  ser- 
vice Tkey czssert that users caiznotjmfge quafzty, asers do 
rcct knon what they *ant or need, and professzcnal hege- 
mony mill be undermzed if they kowtow t~ users Such 
opzvions about serdsre, in fast, am irrelevant. The only 
thing that matters LS f . 5 ~  ~~istomers'  opinzow, hecaxse 
mithou: nsers there is rzo need for lzbraries except to s e r ~ e  
as warehctises . . . Each citstcmzr evalxates the qual~tjl 
of semice recezlied and decides when ,'or if; there will be 
,fkrther interaction azth tkar organization. " 
--Ellen Almac and Peter Hernm, 29 American Libraries 
53-54 {Vd. 29, issue 7: 


Because great customer service stark with the custom- 
ers' perceptions and needs, the first step is to establish a 
diaiog with them. Since those perceptions and needs are 
so muzabk; the dialog must be on-going, flexible, and 
conducted in as =any ways as possible. 
You can create a diaiog through the use of focus groups 
when you want to see the big picture, establish widely- 
heid perceptions, and identify problems. This type of 
broad, extensive dialog supplies the types of information 
we need to build iong-term, planning goals and change 
objectives. 
Another tool for creating a dialog is the survey. You can 
use surveys when you need the dialog to produce quanti- 
fiable information that can be generalized to a larger popu- 
lation. Focus groups and surveys provide us with a snap 
shot in time of how things are and what people think at 
that moment 
Although focus groups and surveys can be effective tools, 
they are imprac:icai for establishing the type of ongoing 
dialog that allows us to capture fast moving, immediate 
changes in our customers' perceptions and needs. Learn- 
ing about these changes as they occur allows us to react 
quickly and to be flexible. For this, the dialog must be 
constat ,  immediate, and less formal. One of the most 
effectjve methods is to simply walk arcund and talk to 
our cusromers and non-customers alike. If your custom- 
ers are located elsewhere, visit them as often as possible 
or, at the very least, keep in touch via telephone or 
videoconference. Another method for creating diaiog is 
fo review reference requests on a regular basis, placing 
random, follow-up cails to find out if the service meets 
expectatiofis or if there is more that could have been done. 
Artendame at department meetings is also effective, es- 
pecially if you use the time to respond to issues and con- 
cerns and to bring new ideas and information to the table. 
The primary rule in the on-going customer dialog is that 
we must never wait for the customer to initiate it-they 
probably won't. A common fallacy among information 
professionals is to believe that a lack of complaints proves 
that tilere is good or superior service. At the saEe time, 
many believe that if the service were not good, their us- 
ers would surely let them know. A sad fact is that only 
two to four percent of dissatisfied customers direct their 
complaints to the person or organization that provided 
poor semice. Dissatisfied customers are much more likely 
to fell others, such as potential customers, about their 
complaints. To combat this situation, look for ways to 
encourage your customers to talk to you about their ex- 
periences with your services, as well as their expecta- 
ticns, needs, and problems. Solicit feedback on research 
results and products; include an "I Wish" section on your 
Intranet site for suggestions and improvements; and form 
user groups among your customers. 
Evaluating the information center's policies and proce- 
dures is an overlooked, but vital, step in the process of 
assessing customer service. The center's policies and 
procedures form ?he underlying sLructure for the processes 
of providing services. For example, circulation policies 
are part of the structure for allowing customers access to 
print materials. Librarians have had a reputation for lik- 
ing rules for rule's sake, and for implementing rules with- 
out regard to whether they inconvenience our customers 
or actually get in the way of the services we are trying to 
provide. In fact, many policies and procedures are estab- 
lished for our convenience, to serve the center's inrernal 
needs, and some of these may have a negative impact on 
o x  customers. If we are to be truly committed to creat- 
ing outstanding customer service, serving our custom- 
ers' needs must take precedence over meeting our icter- 
nal needs. This is a balancing act, to be sure, because we 
must a: the same time insure that our information center 
functions and that it serves the needs of the organization 
as a whole. 
You can start by looking at each and every policy and 
procedure, written and unwritten, from the customer's 
point of view. Ask yourseif if this rule/policy/process 
helps or hinders customers from getting what they need. 
Ask pour users the same thing. Consider the language 
used to express each rule, including rules that are ex- 
pressed in negative or limiting terms (do not do this, never 
do that, only do that when). Rules such as "our policy is 
tc never pay for interlibrary loans," "we do not ailow 
customers access to the circulation database," and "we're 
not in the book buying business" are rules for cur pur- 
poses and not rules that serve our customers. The core 
problem for the customer is to locate the data or the book: 
or someone within ihe organization who can help when 
the information staff has gone home. The core challenge 
for the information provider is to identify the customer's 
problem and find a way to solve it. Where necessary, 
rework policies and procedures so that they are customer 
Mendiy, expressed as a positive rather than a negative 
and still serve internal interests and needs. We know 
informati011 centers that do not buy print materials, but 
do provide their customers with direct links to online 
book vendors and manage the service relationship be- 
rween the customer and the vendor. 
In the end, what we talk about when we t a l ~  about cus- 
tomer service is survival. A common language of cus- 
tomer service, might, just might, help insure that more of 
our information centers survive, albeit as changed entities 
that reflect the same transformations our customers' ex- 
pectations and information needs are undergoing. &> 
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in mediocrity? And just what does i t  take t o  be great? Author Jim Collins Looked a t  these questions and others in  
his second book, Good to Great. Collins recently sat  down t o  talk with Information Outlook about the path t o  
greatness, how a company can't really pinpoint the exact time i t  becomes great, and even how t o  make dinner 
conversation more interesting. 
:;.~-., .? .?.;:;:-, >..:.; c.,,: ,?...,.. :; - .- 7,". 
,,,.,.,, .,:. ,.A:.~.:,.J,, You once said that Good to Great 
found you rather than you finding it. I am wondering 
how i: captured your imagination? 
* - 
u _ _, Well, Built to Last caught me off guard. I 
never would have predicted that it would have sold a 
milllcn copes worldwide. 
That produced a certain degree of pressure that came from 
all kicds of people-publishers, agents, and myself-who 
felt we should try to capitalize on that success fairiy 
quickly and do another 5ook. 
My wife Joanne made the observation that Built to Lest 
went its deepest when them was a question I was really 
interested in answering and there was no pressure to 
answer the question. I just wanted to know the answer. 
That was what it takes to build a great company from the 
groucd np and what separates great from good over the 
course of time. That question just appealed to me. So I 
answered it with Built to Last. 
When I told her what 1 was going to write next and about 
all this pressure from all directions, she sat me down and 
said, "Don't pick another question. Wait until a quesrion 
picks you." It was great advice. If you are going to do 
:luge research projects, spend years on a book, and come 
up with answers that might stand the test of time, the ques- 
tion has to really grab you and force you to answer it. 
I waited twc years and the question finally appeared. One 
day ai dinner a friend said, "We really loved Built to Last, 
but we feel that it is not a useful book." 
"Well, that is interesting, having spent six years of ay 
-. life cn it," I answered. 
"%u found that companies have to get the genetics of 
greatness when they are young and small, and they must 
have great parenting," he said. "All the companies in 
Built to Last have guys like Walt Disney and David Packard 
and have great parenting from the ground up, 5ct there 
were companies that were only good for most of ?heir life 
and then became great." 
I thought to myself, "Weil, there have io be organizations 
and companies that went from being average or good to 
being great. I may not know who they are, but they have 
to exist." 
And the essential question became: can that which is good 
ever become great and, if so, how? 
i > Now that this q~estion picked you, how did you set out 
on your journey to understand this good to great transfor- 
mation? Where did you look to understand this challenge? 
3:;: The first thing I had to decide was if this was an 
answerable question. There are some questions that are 
big and interesting questions, but they are unanswerable. 
It doesn't matter what the answer is. What matters is 
that we find the answer. The one thing that is really im- 
portant about our work is that we did not set out to say, 
''Ler's see how culture applies in Good to Great or let's 
see how technology plays a role." There was never any 
of that. We never came in with any assumptions as to 
what the answers might be. 
I think most management and business literature think- 
ing is so deeply unsatisfying because it is ultimately cir- 
cular. People are starting out with a specific point of 
view and then ending up with that same point of view. 
They think culture is important, and, lo and behold, they 
find culture is important. 
We said, "Let's find companies that had at least 15 years 
of being truly average." We defined as if you put your 
money in that company, you have done no better than if 
you would have put your money in a mutual fund. 
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Then the corr,pacy exploded from that mediocrity and 
beat the market by accamulative returns to an investor. 
You put a dollar in the company. You wouid be t5ree 
tfmes better off after 15 years rhan if yort put that money 
into a nntual ? a d .  
Why did we come up with three tiE& Well, it Is basl- 
cally a benchmark for what ~ o s t  people consider to be 
great p e r f ~ r ~ a n c e .  A company like GE [drtring the Jack 
Welsh era] falls just short of t h e e  t ines the market. It Is 
basically about 2.8 times :he market. We said you had to 
go from being an average performer to one that would be 
General Electric at its best over 15 years. 
J.:-:: You acd your colleagues identified three broad stages 
of organiza'ional change, inciuding the presence to dis- 
cipline people, tire prevalence of discipline fortght, and 
the commitment to discipline action. I am wmdering 
aboat each of these stages and how this idea of the fly- 
wheel applies to this parscuiar framework? 
+ 3 There are three broad stages of development in going 
from good to great, and the sequencing is ve-7 important. 
These companies didn't just jump into doing new things. 
They stopped doing things than ',key started in x a c y  
ways, but the things they stopped doing were far more 
important. The interesting thing is that most companies 
r m  aroznd saying what they should do, but that is reaiIjr 
stages two and three. We found that stage one is to disci- 
pline people. You do  hat fkst. It is all aboc; getting :he 
right peopie on the bus, the wrong people off the bus, 
and the right people in the right seats. 3L70u do that before 
you ever decide where to drive the bus. 
In the second stage, the question is what you are going to 
do. 7f you got the right "'who's," then what is the what? 
That breaks into two co~ponen t s .  One corr,ponent is 
having the discipline to confront the 5rutal iacrs of real- 
ity. It is having the mwavering faith that in the end you 
won't prevail, but that discipiinre to confront the brlrtal 
facts is one form of disc:plined thozght. 
A second form of discipline from this is that all these 
companies got a very crystal concept that evenfuaiiy 
guided then ,  We cane  to call it the "hedgehog concept." 
They got this sirxpie concept that guided their actions 
from then on out. That came from discipiined thought, 
Then, once yo2 have that hedgehog concept-that simple 
direcrion-you can then turn to stage three, which is dis- 
ciplined action. Wu are always asking questions, b u ~  the 
real action is to drive things that come after stage one and 
rwo. Stage three is about b~i ld ing a culture of discipline, 
harcessing technology accelerators t s  your hedgehog con- 
cept, and putting those together in a very disciplined way. 
Wrapping around all of this is this idea of how it feeis as 
you are going through li. The best way I can sum it ap 3s 
through a conversatior: i had with Cbarfes "Cork" 
Waigreen, t3e chief executive of Tv'aigreen. tVaigreen is a 
company :hat broke out in 1975, after 43 years of being 
average. 
As I was taikicg Xc Walgreen. I said, "Can you put ycnr 
finger oc  the moment when the leap fro= geed to great 
happened? Is rhere a key transitior, point that you can 
identify? If so, whenl" 
After thinking ajout r ~ y  question for a minute, ke said, 
"Well, I wouid say that was probabiy s o ~ ~ e t i m e  between 
1971 and 1383." That is 2 realiy profocnd staremefit whefi 
you tkink about 2. It is Eke turning this giant flywheel. 
You are pushing on the giant piece of ~ e t a l  to make it go 
laster and faster over tiEe. If yoc push really hard eariy 
on, you make very little progress. But if you keep push- 
ing in a consisrent direction that ultimately ties back to 
the hedgehog concept, you will eventually buiid more 
and more n?ornentum in the flywheel. 
Some turns -may be big pushes and some may be snail  
pushes. The key is the accumulation of the pushes over 
time. If I ask you when the flywheel r ~ a d e  its transition 
to break through rotation, you wcuidn't be able to tell 
me becacse of this cumulative process. 
:-:. ~ - Yol: do say that it is hpor tant  for organizations Ic 
get %i?e ".ahon right before they get the 'kwHai" right. Most 
organizations want 'lo do it the other way around. Vdhy is 
it important to get the "who" before the "what"? 
jZ: Most companies will talk about the importance of 
getting their peopie a n k h 2  importance of Suildlng the 
right team and ail of that. 
No tevei five leader walks in and says, "I know." Every 
level five walks in and says, "I don't know wbat tc do, 
bnt if I can figure out rhe right 'who7s:then with those 
'who's' we will find the right "what' That is nu-mber 
one." 
What happens if yoar do the "what" first rather than the 
"who" and you get 10 l~liiles down the road and you have 
to change :he direction of the bus3 Vdeii, if yoll have got 
everybody on the bks, what do yoa do when the bus 
needs to change direction? k u  have got a problem. 
But suppose you've get everybody on the bus because sf 
who else is on the bus? Well, that change is a lot easler 
because everybody locks at each o:her and says, "'Fine 
wiih =e. i didn't get on the Sus because of where it was 
going. 1 got on the bas becanse of who else is on this 
bus." 
a s e  l e t  u s  h e l p .  
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There is one other piece of that, though. Companies talk 
a lot about having the right people. What they don't do 
is exercise extraordinary rigor. At a management team 
level, every single member must have the capacity to be 
the best in the industry at what they do. If they don't 
have that capacity, they must be thrown up the ladder. 
3 s  I urderstand it, the hedgehog concept is the 
clearest and simplest expression of how an organization 
is going to create vaiue. Why do you think that is so 
mportant in the move towards greatness? 
;Z. Think about a great scientist. What does a great 
scientis; do? Yo'ol; think of Einstein or Charles Dacwin or 
Freud or Adam Smith. What all of these great thinkers 
had in common was an understanding of how the world 
worked. They simplified the universe. 
Now, why was it simple? Well, it was simple on tw!, 
dimensions. It was simple because it reflected such a 
seak understanding that you could get to simplicity. And 
in m ~ s t  cases the essential insight was right. 
Now, what does that mean about the hedgehog concept? 
Well, we found in the good to great companies that they 
all hzd a very simple concept about the way their uni- 
verse would work. 
The good to great companies were like the great scien- 
tists. They got such a deep understanding that it pro- 
duced simplicity. There are a lot of simple ideas filled up 
with physics, but they have no reflection of the way the 
world redly works. These leaders got a profound under- 
standing that ultfmately was very simpie and right. 
7.". 
: . . I ~ -  I wanted ask you about the three circles. It was so 
intuitive and elegant to think about the overlap oi these 
three very core ideas. Could you talk a bit about that? 
Our first observation was the simplicity of these ideas 
and how they were right. 
Then we went back and asked, ''Is there any pattern across 
them? Is there any deeper understanding rather than 
having 3 sirnple idea that is right?'' As we pulled at it 
and made sense of it, we came to see that there were 
three basic dimensions t h a ~  cut across all of them. The 
hedgehog concept seemed to always have these three di- 
mecsions. 
One, it had deep understanding of what you could do bet- 
ter than any other corr.pany in the world. And if they 
couldn't be tne best in the n7orld at it, they shouldn't do it. 
The secmd dimension is a very deep understanding of 
the essence 31 what drives your economics. Every com- 
pany got some clear single economic rar',o-profit per X. 
Then they figured out which X best drove its economics. 
The third thing was a deep understanding of what really 
makes it passionate. They put those three together and 
said anything that they are not passionate about, can't be 
the best in the worid at, and that doesn't fit with what 
really drives their economics, they don't do. 
I usually teach the three circles on a personal level. Sup- 
pose you were looking for your own hedgehog concept- 
for your work life to go from good to great. Well, imag- 
ine yon found work or constructed work that meets three 
tests. 
One, you absolutely love to do it. Even though there is 
drudgery, you are really passionate about what you do. 
Two, you are genetically encoded to be reaily good at it. 
When you do it, there is this feeling you were born to do 
it. Third, you are doing something of economic value or 
of value to others. 
' ?- What is level five leadership? what does it take for 
someone who is developing his or her self as a Zeader to 
achieve this level of excellence? 
i'?. Level five leaders are the antithesis of what our cul- 
ture thinks are the most effective leaders, 
if you take a look at the types of leaders who have made 
these leaps happen, first of all, they were largely insid- 
ers. They were rarely outsiders. The57 were not charis- 
matic. They were self-effacing people who kept themselves 
in the background. 
If you want to think of the ultimate non-level five lead- 
ers, think of Lee Iacocca or A1 Dunlap. Both of these 
leaders praised themselves as great heroes. They had 
great personalities. One viewed himself as Rambo. The 
other saw himself as the savior of the free worid. Their 
egos were not only the size of a city block. They were 
the size of the city. 
But these are the antithesis of the level five leaders. Level 
five leaders tend to be reasonably quiet, even if they have 
an intense personality. They tend to lead by standard 
rather than by personality and they are the types of people 
who are media-shy. They avoid attention. Most of the 
level lives in our study are unknown people. 
Part of the signature of level fives is they are always think- 
ing about what their ambition Is for the company, the 
work, and ensuring the greatness of what they are build- 
ing more than their stature, celebrity, and personality. 
That is not what drives them. That is what is so speciai 
about the level five. 
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If someone :s Eoving in :he direction of becoming that 
kind of leader, what 1s the advxe you would offer them? 
, When ycu have some managerial executive respon- 
sibilities, you are confronted with tines where one choice 
will feed yon? ego and y o u  own arr,b:t:on more than the 
other. \iou can step forth and take more credit or, if some- 
thing goes badly, you can Took for something outside 
yocrself to blame. 
The real qnestim is do you make the choice that will 
feed your own ego and y o x  ambition or do you make a 
different decision that might uitimateiy reflect a greater 
ambition for the organizazion.' 
C o l ~ a n  Mockler at Giilette faced one of those choice 
points. He was facing takeovers and threats to the com- 
pany. From a persoml ambition srandpoint, he zight have 
been better off if he would have just capitulated to the 
raiders, taken his millions sf dollars, and retired. But his 
ambition was for Gillette lo be a gmat coapany. So he 
stared down the takeovers. 
He wasn't very concerned about fiow it reflected on him. 
R'e was concerned about how Sillette would :urn out in 
the end. The irony is that Mockler Cied frcn a heart at- 
tack in offke. Though he never got to retire and enjoy 
the fruits of his labor, he would not have changed the 
way he Ied his iife. There will always be a guesaion of 
whether s o ~ e t h i n g  is funCamen:aliy about you or whzt 
you are building. If you are a level five leader, you make 
the choice in favor of what you are building. 
I would also recommend getting Sisgraphies of people 
who are truly Ievel five and iearning fro= the=. One 
book to get is David McCullough7s biography of Harry 
Traman because i think Truman was a ievei-five Presi- 
dent. A second :ever-five biography to get is Abraham 
Lincoln's fro= Carl Sandberg. The third book to read is 
Katharine Graham's autobiography. It is her view of how 
she became a Ievei-five leader: and she is one of rhe great 
level-five ieaders in American history. 
'. Om of the things 1 thought was inreresting was rhe 
importance of iuck. Can you say a word or two about that? 
: Have you ever noticed that some people just seen to 
be a lot luckier than others? Why is that? i know some- 
body who was just blessed with stroke after srroke of 
incredible good work. You wonder how that happened. 
What is interesting is Ievel fives always lock oct the win- 
dow to find soaething or soneone other than themselves 
to kiss the blame of success os. But when things go 
badly, they cever lock out rhe wicdow to blame anyone 
They look in the mirror and assune fuii responsibiiity. 
TLey also creait good luck. These peopie view t h e n  
selves as lucky people, and they tend to acknowledge t i e  
role luck has piayed in their life. 1 think this is part of 
their essential humility. The realiry is they worked hard 
and did all of thcse things, bui when peopie really begin 
to Iook at a lot of things that happen in their life, =any of 
then: happened because of gocd luck. 
What is interesting about the level fives is they are very 
aware cf their starting point and how their starting points 
have 3een so helpful to them. The flip side of %hat is they 
also had bad luck  hat they don't talk about. 
" When you collected this research, what scrprised yoz 
the ~ o s t  ahcut the way i: developed? 
Some of the things :hat surprised =e the most warn 
the things that we expec~ed to find k t  didn't. You would 
expect to find a big conscious effort to go from good to 
great. 8ut there was none of t iat .  
I think one of the biggest surprises for me was the ques- 
C .  ::on of how you get consistency and comnitnent and 
alignment with the changes that you are Sringing a5out. 
3ut the folks who brought the companies from gocd 10 
great never thought about =anaging change, sever 
tkougi-d about c o ~ m i t m x t ;  a'lignmer~t, and consistenq. 
They didn't Go that, but it was a natural result of every- 
thing they were d o i ~ g .  That surprised me a lot. 
I think what surprised xle was the quiet certi'nde that 
people had as they moved through, even when tkey night 
have not Seen clear about what to do. I think the thing 
that really stands out about it is that most of what we 
spend our time doing is reaiiy just sound and fmy that 
signifies nothing, These folks didn't work any harder 
than the rest of us, 1 think that is prcbably the nes t  
surprising thicg to rx. It does not take rrore work tc 
take something h m  good to grezt. It 5asical';y =fans to 
stop doing a whole lot of reaiiy stupid stuff and focus on 
a few key essentials. 
" What if yon are no: a 3ortune 5CC company? What 
should this idea of greatness mean to you and how can 
you go aboct striving For it if you are a sole practitioser 
or one of a handful sf pe03le running an internai infor- 
mation center? 
~. - 
.<::.: The first. thing is to become very clear in your own 
mind about what defines resrrlts. Fur example, these corn- 
panies have tke wonderful advantage of gauging their 
rewlts because they are publicly traded. For whaiever 
organizaticn ycu  pera ate, you have to define what le- 
sulls are. 

For a universipy, it could be any number of things, in- 
c lud i~g  the extent to which your gradnates make lasting 
contributions in given fields. In a church, 4t could be the 
number of lasting conversions to your religion. 
The question is: are the results really the reflection of the 
purpose of the institution? Then yoT; begin to assume 
that your current run rate of those results is only good. If 
so, what would be the level that would refiecr t3at you 
were truly great3 
3 -  Why are you so passionare abo:;t teach~ng:' Eo you 
thmk i: is what yon were genetically encoded to do? 
,X: iam geneticaily encoded for twc thicgs. One is to 
bring order oct of chaos. ! mean thinking about a chaotic 
world and being able to extract :he three-circle concept 
and the level five leader idea. The second thing is to be 
able to do it in a way that impacts students and their iives. 
I remember reading that there are two fundamental ways 
to change :he world. One is through the sword a d  the 
other is through the pec. I reaember deciding I wouid 
do it through the pen. By the pen, I mean changing the 
way things operate by climbing ins:de people's heads and 
fucdarnentally affecting, infecting, and changing the way 
their brain works. Then you have a c  impact on the world 
through your students. 
'';. 1 think that rnost peopie have lost fnuch of their 
curiosity over their edacailonal professional lives. Do 
yon think it IS possible for us to recapture sorne of osr 
natural curiosity, and, if so, how wouid you encourage 
or invite people to go about doicg that? 
. - ji;: You are absolutely congruent on m e  key assumption 
that I hold, which is that cnricsity is t5e natural state. it is 
a matter of removing a 3  the junk that is on top of it. 
I learned a Bong rime ago from a great teacher of creativ- 
ity at Stanford Business School that we are all created 
curious. That is cr:r catural state. but the real process is 
one of renova:. You don't add creatisrity. X7cu rexiove 
s;uff that gets in the way. You don't addcnriosity. \i3u 
remove stuff ;hat gets in the way. So ir is reaiiy a matter 
of how we get back to that natural state. 
H would suggest a few practical th:'ngs that help with that, 
One is to read this book 5y Rcchelle -Myers and Michael 
Ray called Cre-eotlvit.~ in Busins-s. It is based on a course 
that was raught at %anford Eus:ness School. It is reaiiy 
a k u t  going through life as a curious and creative per- 
son. It takes a bunch of Stanford MBAs and teaches :hem 
how to be creative. 
There are also a few key things :hat y3u can continually 
work on. One is learning to ask qzestians that peopie 
may think are dumb. 2's okay to ask those questions 
because that is where your cl~riosity begins. 
The second thing is to learnt:, suppress that internal voice 
of judgment that is aiways speaking acd banging around 
3n our heads and saying, "WeJl, yor: should know the 
answer to that," or "That is a really stupid thing to be 
thinking about." 
I am also a big believer in pnrsuing the iearni~g areas 
that yor: are interemed in. You caltivate your curiosity. 
The question :hen becomes, "How do 1 fit that into my 
iife relative to the time constraints :hat I have." I have 
fosnd a couple of thiags really useP~1. 
Oce is books on tape. Books on tape have been great in 
expanding my ~ ~ i n d  an  exploring curiosity. 1 w ~ i k  
around with a tape player in my pocket a lo.'. i f  you see 
m.e going through aan airport, there is an Wpercent chance 
ycu will see an ea-yiug in my right ear. There is 2 Ioi of 
dead time, driving to and from, enqzying the dish washer, 
cleaning the cat box, taking out the garbage, folding r:y 
clothes, and -walkir,g around the biock. 
The key is to get good writing, Never listen to sad writ- 
ing. Good writing will make you corions. 
The second key is to translate a statezent that a great 
teacher gave me. He did not set out to be an interesting 
person, he set out to be a s  irnteresred persor,. 
Me was talking about the idea of going into asy sitnation 
and being interested in that sitnason, The way 1 have iwad  
this particularly usefcl in cu?,tivating the curiosity side oi' 
things is in social events. I find them pretty dread?& 
His advice mikes Zinner so s u c h  more inreresting be- 
cause I don't make conversation by saying things. I make 
conversation by asking quesrions, like finding our where 
people are iron. 
Once, I was going to give zi taik ro a Sunch or' business- 
men who looked so incredibly boring :bat I thought ! 
was going to shoot r:yself. So I started asking questions, 
and it turns out that one of the people at the taXe had 
been on t2e 7WA jet tizat was hijacked by Palestinian 
gzerrillas fioating around the Middie East. 
iie was on that jet for eight days and he thought he was 
going to die. He is a beauty and barber sspply traveling 
salesaan froE Wichira, KS. You wouldn't think t h s  per- 
. . 
son would have m c n  :nteresting to say: but I s t u ~ ~ b l e d  
u2on this thicg. It was fascinating. 
I didn't want ro go :;p and give n;y own xalk. I just wanted 
?o keep asking him questions. 
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I paid the driver and climbed out of the taxi. "Was this 
the right place?," i asked myself. In front of the long two- 
story building was a Cyrillic sign that would have read 
"Central TechnicaZ Library" in English. Though the sign 
had more than three words, the last one-library-reas- 
scred me that I was at the right place. 
I entered the front door and found myself in a small ves- 
tibuie with two large living plants on either side of double 
doors leading into the library. The large fern on the right 
looked so healthy and green that I stopped to admire and 
feel it to see if it was real. 
i then entered the lobby area, which was barren with 
empty shelves and display cases. A woman sat in front of 
several rows of these shelves and behind a low, long 
counter. I wondered if the "emptiness" resulted from the 
summer hiatus that took piace here in Sofia when many 
went to the Black Sea. I greeted her and asked for 
Valen~ina Slavcheva, the director of the library, with whom 
I had an appointment. 
She picked up the phone, spoke into it, and, not a minute 
later, a taii woman with blond, shoulder-length ha' ir came 
from the far opposite side of the lobby area and shook 
,my hand. "Hello! I'm so glad to meet you!" Slavcheva 
said. 
She ied me back to her office. It was very large with a 
back of windows across the full width of the room. On 
the windowsill sat PO or more plants-at least three six- 
foot ficus piants, one five-to-six-foot plant I didn't recog- 
nize, and several other plants decorated the room. I was 
struck by how extraordinarily healthy they looked. 
I first heard of SIavcheva from a colieague. When I came 
to Bulgaria in June, I wrote my colleagues and asked if 
they kxew of a ry  librarians in the country. I soon re- 
ceived a message from Alexandra Dimitrov, a professor 
at the library school of the University of Wisconsin, Mil- 
waukee. She wrcte that the previous summer she had 
met Slavcheva at a conference in the Crimea. "She speaks 
English, and is a warm, wonderful woman." With the e- 
mail and phone numbers sent by Dimitrov, I contacted 
Slavcheva and made arrangements to visit her library and 
get acquainted. 
"I do not speak Engiish so good," Slavcheva expiained, 
"so I have asked my colleague to join us to help with Ihe 
language." At that moment another lady entered the room. 
"This is Lyudmila Velkova. She works in our acquisitions 
department." With preliminary introductions over and 
refreshments served, I asked them to tell me about the 
library. 
Library (CTL), established in 1944, 
is one of four main divisions of the National Center for 
Information and Documentation (NACID) . Formerly called 
the Central Institute for Scientific and Technical Inforrna- 
tion, NACID was established in 1961. The name changed 
to the National Center for Information and Documenta- 
tion in 1993. Engineers and economists with a good corn- 
mand of foreign languages (English, German, French, 
Russian, etc.) comprise most of the staff at NACID. 
The other three divisions include General Administration, 
Information Products and Services (IPS], and Automa- 
tion of Information Processes {AIP). The IPS staff pro- 
cesses and submits information about the present state 
and trends in the world of science and economy; pre- 
pares b r a ~ c h  analyses; carries out marketing surveys of 
Bulgarian industries; provides Internet services, online 
information services with in-house databases, and tele- 
commuaication access to leading host centers; and main- 
tains close contact -with companies within the country 
and abroad. The AIP is responsible for information tech- 
nologies, the hardware and software, and it maintains 
NACID's web page. 
"I know this is a special library functioning primarily to 
support the center, but can others use it?," I asked. 
deeember . ::"' 
"Yes, anyone over sixteen years oid can conx to the li- "'Jdhat about [he NACID?" I asked. "Who directs its ac- 
brary after obtaining a s  I@ card," Slavcheva said. "We tivities?" 
have 4,000 registered users who Eake 15,003 visits yearly 
to search the 4,950,000 items in GUT coilection. We have "it was and still is a state organization, currently ucder 
books, conference proceedings, -,rcduct catalogs, trass- the direction and funding of the Ministry of Economy. 
iations, microfiche, CD-ROMs, and period!cais. These are But, we do cot know what will happen now with the 
organized or cataloge@ with the Universal Decimal Clas- new governnxnf,'' Slavcheva said. 
sification scheEe. In 1984, we automated the catalog 
using HSIS, the UNESCO 
designed software. To 
find i t e m  in the coilec- 
t ion prior ro 1984, 
though, users must 
search the card catalog. 
Just recently, the auto- 
mated catalog w2s aiso 
made avaiiable via the 
organization's web site 
and five pitbile worksta- 
tions provide Internet 
access." 
Materials cannot be 
checked out.  Newest 
books, proceedings, and other i t e m  are shsived in a spe- 
cial reading room with fzee access. Another part of the 
coliection that receives heavy cse is kept in a special roo= 
and monitored by a librarian to iinit loss of t5e valuabie 
resources. After five or six years, the iibrarians renove 
older items to storage area .  Clerks czn still retrieve &ese 
items if a user has a need for them. A sample of topics 
researched includes economics, reiecomnunicatloizs, soft- 
ware and hardware, power engineering, electronics, c@erni- 
cal technologies, protection of the environment, biotech- 
nology. and medical equipment. 
Employees of NACII), engineers, professors, scientisrs, and 
students who use the library wiil often request items the 
library doem't own, The ILL department then goes into 
action, contacticg libraries in R~ssla;  the British Library; 
a library in Hanover, Germany; ?he Library of Physics in 
Vienna; and the Nationzl Library in Macedonia. The ILL 
department receives few requests from iibraries i s  other 
countries, except for scientific materials in Euigarian. 
The CTL staff numbers 29. Eieven of these people have a 
library degree and five, who have taken university courses 
in librarianship, are specialists i c  other areas. [Veikcva's 
degree is philosophy.] Engineers work in the library be- 
cause of their technical expertise. 
Jusr that week the n e d y  
elected National Move- 
men? Sizeon II (NMSEI) 
party had been approved 
by Pariizmect. Leading 
the party was Sirneon 
Saxe-Co3urg, Soy/king 
exiled with his family 
fro= Buuigaria foi:owing 
'Jv'orld '&r If .  Afrer 
spenGing alinost 50 years 
in Spain, the 64-year old 
rerurned to Bcigaria as 
priEe ninister, Whether 
it was his prorrrise 'lo im- 
prave the lives of Bulgarians -within 835 days or E s  myai 
status that ca aght :he fancy of f2ulgar:a.n voters, his party 
w m  2 st-dnnxg victory by an overwhelming majority. 
Taik of the govemrxeni was a n3:'Jral lead inro my q~es t io l ' ~  
abolrt how things were going in what is referred to here as 
the "transition periodw-communis~ to de~ocracy-that 
began in 1993. Siavcheva acd Veikovs. Iookd at each fither 
for a mon?ent, and then words began spifiing h t h .  
"Our funds have been cut drastically," SIavcheva said. 
"There is no money. The coilection has really suffered 
setbacks. Before 1990, we received 10,093 periodical titles 
a yeaz This year we only have 105, plus 150 szbscrip- 
*: 
~ a s s  via exchange with other insti:u?ions. 3x2 of 3tlr 
most vaiaiable subscriptions, Scientifk Citations Index,-,, 
had to be dropped. We used to buy about 6,000 books 
each year, and this past year we only purchased 435." 
The CTL is not alone in its struggle to SUP~J?JI i~ the tran- 
sition -,eriod. Many of the Bulgarian librarians I've ~ ~ e t  
fe!i of drasticaiiy reduced revenues that limit pnrchasing 
new xiateriais, let alone supplying reasonable salaries, 
refurbisi5ng rundown faciiities, and providing contisued 
training in information management in the age of the 
I~ternet.  
The National Patent Eibrary shares the building with the I co~tacted Snezhana ianeva, the Informatior, Resource 
Central Technical Lerary. The patent library used to be pa? Center Director at the United States EEbassy i~ Sofia, tc 
of the CTL, but in 1994 it was separated and maved under help me ucderstand the state of Bulgzrian libraries, laneva 
the dlirection of the National Patent Office. It renains in the also serves as the International ReBations Officer for the 
building, providing convenient access for libraLry patrons. Ucion of Eibrafians and infor~at ion Services Officers. 
"The principal piece of legislation on libraries in Bul- 
garia for many years before 1990 (even until 1996) was 
Decree Ko. 2 of the Council of Ministers of January 20, 
1970," Ianeva said. "The decree established the Uni- 
fied Library System, and in addition to the subordina- 
tion of iibraries to their institutions, called for coordi- 
nated ac%ivi:ies in areas like acquisitions and library 
management. The Ministry of Culture, through its De- 
partnest o r  Libraries, 
was the governing insti- 
tution for the system. A 
numSer  of l ibraries 
were nxndated specific 
responsibiiities con- 
cerning the centralized 
activities. For example, 
the  Xational Library 
and its :hen established 
Methodological Depart- 
ment became the coor- 
dination center for li- 
brary management. It 
nge in ii990, librarians established 
a non-governmental organization of librarians called the 
Union of Librarians and Information Services Officers 
(ULISO). "Before 1990 there was no way we could have 
had the union, so that was a major change," Ianeva said. 
With 720 individual members, 65 institutional libraries, 
acd 14 regional branches, 
also organized a num- 
3er of qualification courses for librarians and techni- 
cians. Sofia University Library coordinated all u ~ i v e r -  
sity librzriesy the Medical Library of the Medical Acad- 
emy in Sofia correlated all medical libraries in the corn- 
try, ezc. The decree also established several coordinat- 
ing bodies, like the Council of Directors (for nranage- 
rial decisions] and Council of Acquisitions [to take care 
of coordinated acquisitionsj. Under the regulations of 
. ~, the decree, iroraries used their funds for saiaries and 
collectioc deveiopmect, but some money, especiaily the 
so-called "hard currency" (US dollars:, was given to 
designated iibraries for the acquisition of western books 
and geriodicais. 
''In the beginning of 1990, everybody wanted to be inde- 
pendent in reaction to the previous regime. University 
libraries became more independent and many speciai li- 
braries were closed. This practically ruined the central- 
ized system, although the decree was formally in force 
until 1996. In 1995, on the initiative of the Ministry of 
Culture, 2 warkrrg group of specialists was established 
to draft a new law on libraries. it is to be based on the 
legisiative experience in countries with developed library 
systems and Is aimed at preserving the traditionally good 
Euigarias libraries and their activities while giving more 
specific definitions to a number of principles underlying 
the work of libraries in the comtry and allowing them to 
take advantage of opportunities for individual develop- 
m e x  While waiting for a new law, the Ministry of Cul- 
ture passed several pieces of legislation concerning sorne 
types of libraries. none of them resulting in a better sta- 
?us for Bulgarian libraries and none of them satisfying 
;lie library community." 
the group is working and 
lobbying for Setter legis- 
lation for Bulgarian li- 
braries. Unfortunately, 
there is no law yet. But, 
as Ianeva said, "We wiil 
continue to work with 
the new parliament on 
that." 
Until then, Bulgarian li- 
brarians meet the chal- 
lenge of aov ing  from 
corzlmunism to capital- 
ism with creative determination. Some have sister li- 
braries in the United States. Colorado State librarian, 
Kancy M. Bolt, has been instrumental in establishing 
some of these relationships. The CTL does not have a 
sister organization, but wouid welcome such an alli- 
ance. Slavcheva, who came to the library in 1978 and 
became director in Decenber 1999, approaches the re- 
duction in financial resources with panache and hopes 
for better days ahead. 
"Unfortunately problems and bad monxnts come unex- 
pectedly, without asking us," she said. "Sometimes they 
pass away quickly, but sometimes they last unbearably 
long. But still we have to be pa:ient and hope for better 
times to come-30th in the personal and globai aspects. 
Probably the prolonged period of transition in our country 
has made us philosophers, but sometimes phiiosophy re- 
ally helps to overcome emotional and financial problems." 
''W~ould you like to see the library?" they asked. 
"Of course!" I answered. 
"Bur before we do," I commented, "I want to tell you 
how wonderful your plants look. Someoce takes very good 
care of them," 
'We have many plants in the library," Veielkova said. 
"Almost all our employees at this time are women, and I 
think we have a fondness for Sowers and piants." 
And as we toured the different rooms, I saw what she 
meant. 
BCLC Metadata Contract Services, your  contract cataioging solution? lets you 
add the staff expertise yos need at a. price you can afford. Providing 
conversion, cataloging and physical processing for materials in all 
bibliographic formats and many languages, OCLC's contract cataioging 
saiutian can heip you eliminate your backtog and keep u p  with yaur current 
cataloging-getting rnateriak to your users faster. A quality soigtio:n for short- 
or !ang-term cataloging assistance, OChC iikiadata Contract Services lets you 
baiance your resaurces effectivety. 
"In July and A~gust,  a lot of people take vacation; they 
go to the Black Sea," Slavcheva said. "So presently, we do 
not have a lot of patrons in the library. Here is the peri- 
odical reading room. Right now, some of the staff is re- 
moving older issues that will be put in storage. Our shelves 
are going to look so bare! Going from 10,000 titles to 
only a couple hundred leaves big gaps in the physical 
space. We've discussed what to do with all the unfilled 
shelves. 
"We rhougfit we'd put plants there," she said, with a 
twinkle in her eye. 
Her attempt to make iight of a serious reduction in the 
amount of information being provided by the library called 
'Lo mind something a Bulgarian doctor said to me several 
weeks earlier. Throughout the evening he had shared 
amusing anecdotes and later apologized for telling so 
=any funny stories. "Life in Bulgaria is not easy," he said. 
"If we don't joke, life is very difficult." 
Bulgzriz ranks as one of the poorest European countries. 
Since the "velvet revolution" in 1990, when the country 
quietly changed from comrnunlsrn to a free market soci- 
ety, the nine previous ruling parties have struggled to 
adapt and change and have been severely hampered by 
corruption. 
But hope rises on the horizon. Bulgaria has applied for 
membership in the European Union and NATO. Both are 
being diligently and purposefc!ly pursued. The European 
Parliament estimates that Bulgzria will be set for joinxg 
the EU by 2007. And, on Tuesday, July 24, the 80C-day 
countdown to October 2, 2003 5egan. Saxe-Coburg, the 
new Prime Minister whom the Bulgarians nostalgically 
call "The King," promised to piace a clock on his desk to 
keep track of the time and his vow to improve the life of 
Bulgarians in 800 days. 
Perhaps all these things, along with the active invoive- 
ment of the union of librarians, will improve conditions 
for Bulgarian information providers. Then maybe 
Slavcheva won't have to put plants on the empty shelves 
of the Central Technical Library. 8;, 
december 2C 24 

of library Associations and Institutions (IFLA) record-breaking, 67th IFLA Council and General Conference The attendance 
figures for the conference, held August 16-25, 2Q01, broke all previous IFLA records. More than 5,300 people were 
involved in the conference, nearly 2000  more than in any previous IFLA event. Boston also had the biggest exhibition 
ever wi th  171  exhibitors, including SLA. The United States had the best representation, with more than 1,300 
American delegates participating in the sessions and workshops. Other well-represented countries included China 
(with 166 delegates), the Russian Federation (with 145 delegates), United Kingdom (with 132  delegates), Francs 
(with 115 delegates), and Canada (with 168 delegates). 
IFLA President Christine Deschamps opened the confer- 
ence and then gave way to the event's 261 meetings, 68 
poster sessions, and 27 workshops. More than 160 pa- 
pers were avaiiable in print or on she CD IFLANET Un- 
plugged. Many of these papers were translated into one 
or more of the other four IFLA working languages (En- 
glish, French, Spanish, and Russianj. 
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A resolution that addressed the obstacles involving Cuba 
and access lo information had 553 supporters, 54 oppo- 
ne?ts, azd 12 abstentions. SLA abstained from the vote 
so it coald have t m e  to gather input from its board of 
directors anc me.&ers. For full details on the resoiu- 
+: ,ton, go to: bt%p.//www.ifla.org/IV/inaG7/iflaexp8.pdf. 
"Libraries have a crucial role to play," said Christine 
Deschamps, the president of IFLA. "They are an essential 
tool for :he achievement of democracy and social devei- 
opment. Libraries 2rovide access to information, ideas, 
and work sC imagination. They serve as gateways to 
knowledge. Libraries must reflect the ~lurali ty and dl- 
versity cf society, opposing all forms of censorship with- 
aut being infhenced by any political, moral, or religious 
opinions. 
"This first IFLA/FAIFE World Report is a major project, a 
first attempt to provide a picture on the status of libraries 
and iniellectual freedom throughout the world. More than 
140 countries have been contaciec! and 46 have submit- 
ted their reports. The result is very encouraging since 
this kind of information had never previously been put 
together nor published on a global basis. 
"The IFLAIFAIFE World Report is a living document and 
more countries will join the project ir, the future. The world 
report is a living proof of the global aspects of IFL.A/FAIFE 
and of IFLBs support to democracy and development." 
Evaluation of the conference and professional program 
Ralph Manning, outgoing chair of the professional board, 
?resented a conference overview a: the final council meet- 
ing. The full text of his presentation is avaiiable on 
IFLANET (www.iflanet.org) and in IFLA Journal. Man- 
ning spoke aboilt the work that goes into bringing people 
from all around the world to ~articipate in IFLA's activi- 
ties. Eleven satellite rneetings, which covered everything 
from library consortia to the challenges and opportuni- 
ties for the delivery of multicult-ural services in libraries, 
were held before the conference occurred. This was the 
most satellite meetings to ever take place in conjunction 
with an XFLA conference 
The next conference will be held August 2002 in Glasgow, 
Scotland. Information about Glasgow and other upcom- 
ing IFLA meetings can be fcunt?, at www.ifla.org 
Informntiorr Outlook invited SLA's section representatives 
to provide their own reports. These reports follow and 
are available on the Web at:  h t tp: / /  
infcrmationoutlook.da.org 
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The 3 F U  Section on Classification and Indexing and Sec- 
tion on Information Technology co-organized a pre-HFIA 
satellite conference, Subject Reh-levrrl in a Netuorked PJorld, 
from August 14 to 16 ar OCLC Campus at Dublin, Ohio. 
The conference explored different approaches to subject 
retrieval of iniormation and provided an opportunity to 
exchange views and to hear researchers ar the forefront of 
subject retrievai in the internet age. Nearly l G O  pafiici- 
pants fron 15 countries attended the conference. 
The section has two major projects going on. One is 
developing a new guideline for the consts.~c;ion of multi- 
lingual thesauri, which wodd  replace the 25-year old 
current s t a ~ d a r d .  The working group is chaired by 
Gerhard Riesthuis [University of Ansterdam, The N&- 
eriands) . Another working group, chaired by Marcia Lei 
Zeng (Kent State University, USA) is cond.~c',ing a project 
entitled Subject Access Approaches Used by Digital Coliec- 
tions and In fomat fon  Directories. 30th groups had dis- 
cussions during the IFLA Boston Conference. Tile sec- 
tion also hosted an open session called Edzscatzon and 
Knowledge Organization. The standing commirtee of the 
Section on CIassification and indexing has 19 m e d x m  
from 13 countries. 
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After eight years as a member of IFLA'S Governxent 
Information and Publications Section ((GIOPS) (includ- 
ing the iast two as secre:ary/:reasurer): 1 decided to 
become a nember of the IFLA G ~ v e r n r ~ e n r  Likaries 
Sectior,. The makeup of GIGPS includes inforlnation 
professionals in academic, special, and government li- 
braries interested in government infcrmation and gov- 
ernment documents. The Government Libraries Section 
is comprised of librarians employed in national iibrar- 
ies, parliamentary Iibraries, state libraries, and govern- 
ment special libraries. Our objectfves are to: 
Promote government libraries and governrzent infor- 
mation services 
6 Assist government libraries in working wit3 each other 
Provide advice to librarians working in governEect li- 
braries to better assist their patrons in utilizing gov- 
ernment information 
0 Provide a a e a n s  for Iibrarians in government libraries 
to exchange information and ~ o ~ m u n i c a t e  with each 
other. 
The Government Libraries Section participated in an open 
paper theme, titied DeiiveTing information Ser~ices Via the 
Internet: A Tlrry of Reshaping the Government Libmries at 
I F M  2501. Speakers from the United KingdoE, "inland, 
and the United States presented pipers. Goverrment ii- 
braries also organized a joim open session, titled Know& 
edge Management in  Not-For-Profit Organizations, with 
the Marketing and Management Section and Social Sci- 
ence Section, The speakers were from ';he 'L:nited States, 
Finland, Japan, and Dennark. T5e sec t fo~  also held arl 
off-site workshop, Strategies for Recognition-Zow ts Pro- 
mote Govemmrnr iibrrrries and Semites, at the Middlesex 
Law Libra-T. This feaiured representarives from the United 
Kingdom, Kenya, Finland, Sweden, and the host institu- 
7-  :ion. 
Officers were also elected this year. They are, chair2 Lena 
Olsson, Stockholm Institute of Edncation, Sweden; sec- 
retary/treasure% Robert Mlaverstijn, zzinisrrg of health, 
Weifare and Sport, The Hag-~e, Netherlands; an6 i ~ i o r -  
 ati ion coordinator, Ciristine Welle,x~s, parlianentary 
Information Services, Pariiament of the Free and Hanseztic 
City of Hamburg, Gemany. 
Much of our time at this year's bnsiness meeting was 
spec: planning for the Glasgow 2032. Along with the 
British Government Libraries Group G o ~ e r n ~ e n t  Eibrar- 
ies will sponsor a two-day pre-conference seminar in 
London on August 14-15. The progrzn title is h , f c m i n g  
Government: Government Library and infim~atiorz Ser- 
zlices i n  the Inf~rrnaticn Age. Fsr further information or 
to register, visit the website. For oar open paper session, 
N a ~ c y  8011 (Colorado Department of Xdrrcaticn, USA: and 
1 will be organizing s. session that will exanice national 
-.  information poiicies and the infkences iibrarians have 
in their forn~aIatioc. 
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The iFLA Section oa Cataloguing's program focxsed on 
positioning cataloguing for the fsture. Wur papers were 
presente6 there including The Impact of :ha FRBR Model 
o x  tire -Future Revisiorrs of the ISBDs: A Challenge for tke 
TFLA Section o n  Cataloguing, by Patrick Le Boeuf 
(BibiiothPque Nationale de France); Progress crr the Mdl- 
tilingual Dictionary of CataSogrring Terms and Concepts: 
5y Monika Muennich (i'niversi*:ats Bibliothek, Eeidel- 
berg, Gernxznyj; Functional Requirements and Ntmber- 
ing Author?@ L9ecmds (FRANAR], by Franpise 3ourdon 
(Bibiiotheque Nationale de France:; and i? Wrtuai inter- 
national Authority File, bjr Barbara Tilleit [Library of 
Congress]. The papers are available on the IFLAnet in 
several languages. 
The section's stansing coxrimittee n e t  during the con- 
ference to hear reports on the activities of ks  working 
groups, to plan for the 20C2 Glasgow conference, and to 
dscuss 2s stcategic and work plans for the nest two 
years. A number of the standing committee's workmg 
g r o u p  also met. 
The ISBD (International Standard Bibliographic De- Daniel N. Ruheni, of Daystar L'niversiry, Nairobi, Kenya, 
scription] Review Group discussed revisions to the ISBD presented the most unique marketing solution to help 
for monograph~c publications. A draft was sent out overcome barriers to rural library service. Ruheni's ap- 
for worldwide review and it is now being revised. It proach is (pardon all puns) from the "eye of a camel." 
will be published in early 2002. The group is also 
working on a recommended policy for application of The Camei Mobile Library service, started in 1996, spans 
the ISBDs when the material being catalogued involves a radius of 10 kilometers from a static library location. 
the use of more than one ISBD. The review group is 
responsibk for overseeing the revisions of the ISBDs 
and ensnring that, the descriptions don't contradict each 
other. 
The ISBD's working group for cartographic materials has 
reviewed several drafts of revision proposals. Since some 
of rhe reviews of the ISBD for electronic resources may 
affect this ISBD, work has been temporarily delayed pend- 
icg finalization of revision and/or review of three 0 t h  
ISBDs. 
The ISBD's workkg group for serials has been compiet- 
ing the r,ew international Standard Bibliographic Descrip- 
tion for Serials and Other Continuing Resources, which 
will be known as the IBDD(CR). This should be pub- 
lished in early 2002. A workshop on the ISBD(CR) may 
be held at the 2002 IFLA Conference in Glasgow. 
The zluitilingual dictionary for cataloguing terms is be- 
ing developed by a group of cataloguers. The multiiin- 
guai dictionary for cataloguing terms is being devloped 
by a working group. To begin with, English terms will be 
extracted . . ." 
Another working group has been looking at various 
metadata schemes to identify the presence of data eie- 
rnents considered mandatory for bibliographic descrip- 
tion in the .%inctional Requirements for Bibliogrcphic 
Records. 'Ffiis work is continuing. 
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Library marketing p?ofessionak from around the world 
ga~bered in Quebec Clty, prlor to IFLA in Boston, to dls- 
cuss the state of I:brary marketing education and suc- 
cessful marketicg research techniques that improve ii- 
brary service In a sessions sponsored by the Management 
and Marketing Session of IFLA. 
Camels caravan to marginal regions of the countryside 
where they are not only valued for transport, but for meat, 
skin, and medicinal purposes. 
Three camels are lied together carrying tents, chafrs, 
tables, an umbrella, and, of course, books. The service is 
managed by the Kenya National Library Service (XNLS',, 
a government entity that manages ail Kenyan public li- 
brary systems. According to the KNLS, 85 percent of the 
rural population is illiterate, compared to the national 
average of 31 percent. Book donations are accepted from 
corporate bodies, both local and overseas. Library devel- 
opment committees include viEage elders and commu- 
nity readers. 
The camels take books to school children and villagers, 
overcoming obstacles of rough terrain and travelling roads 
with little infrastructure. They move from region to re- 
gion on Monday through Thursday. On Friday and Sat- 
urday, they are allowed to search for food and water and 
recuperate. 
"In spite of hardships, the camel library offers good mar- 
keting practices, moving library resources in the most 
rural areas of northeastern Kenya," Ruheni said. 
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The Social Science Libraries Section (SOC] joined the 
Government Libraries and the Managemect and Market- 
ing Sections to sponsor Knowledge Management for Not- 
for-ProjYt Orgunizatzons. Speakers from the United States, 
Finland, Japan, and Denmark contributed perspectives 
on knowledge management. 
The SOC also facilitated a Knowledge  management Dis- 
cussion Group meeting immediately following the open 
session. The meeting began with Jean-Philippe Accart, a 
member of the SOC, reporting or, a survey of knowledge 
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management acrivllies In France. A iiveiy exchange of 
information ensued. Karen Mullee a librarian and knowl- 
edge management Specialist at ALA headquarters, wili 
be the convener of the discussion group at the GIasgow 
conference. 
The Genealogy and Local Bistory Discussion Group, also 
under the S8C umbrella, cffered an open session with 
three speakers. Later in the week, the discussmn group 
organized tozrs of two najor genealogical organizations 
in Boston. The Geaealogy and Local History Discussion 
Grolrp pians to pursrre sratrrs as a full secticc of IFLA. 
SOG aiso organized a workshop held in W3ng Audito- 
rium on the MIT campus near the D~vJEJ? Management 
and Social Science Library. The workshop was titled 
New TechnoEogZes for the 21" Cmntury: impacts cn So- 
cial Science LiSmries. Speakers discussed virtuai ref- 
erence services, the Virtblal Data Center of the MiT- 
Marvard Data Cecter; aand the archiving of full text jour- 
nals at JSTOR. Nearly 100 people attended this ses- 
sion. Prior to the meeting, some of rhe attendees a e t  
for lunch i~ Caabridgs and made an iEpro=ptu visit 
to the Dewey Library. 
The section's theme for the Glasgiaw conference wili fo- 
cr;s on hisrory as a ~ i r r o r  to rhe future, looking at his- 
torical topics and areas related tc future studies. 
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The meeting in Boston was one to remember, especially 
for me, because it was in the United States. In rnost other 
countries, fzndlng is in large part provided by ?I:e gov- 
ernment of the host country, but sponsors fund United 
States eve~ts .  Our success u7as due to ai! of the task forces 
that were set u? to handle fund raising and vendar sup- 
port, as well i s  ail of the details that a rnajor, intema- 
tiona:! conference entails. It was a wonderful conference 
a ~ d  a wonderful venue. Thanks to those that participate& 
from all over the world and to a l  those Americans tha: 
gave so muck of thernseives. 
Through Jim Neal's fucd-raising efforts, the Cnited States 
also provided money to sponsor 1% competitive feliow- 
ships for young professionals from deveioping countries 
to attecd IFLA I was a member of the task force that 
reviewed candi6ates for the $3000 individual scholarships 
and I coordinated the nxntoring prograr~ for those can- 
didates that made it to the conference. Many voluntrers 
fro= the United States agreed to be mentors to one or 
more of the fellows and it appeared that the fellows gained 
a great deal from this experience, as did the aentors. 
Since the meeting, I have heard that the mentorir,g pro- 
gram is apt to be continued into futnre IFLA meetings. 
This prograE represents, 1 tkink, rhe American way- 
support and care for rhe world and for informatios pro- 
fessicnais everywhere. 
As a Eember of the Library Theory a i r  Research (LTTR) 
Standing Camnittee, I can say that the Boston IFLA con- 
ference was very successful. The LTX programs included 
i:-wo sessions. The Monday prograim, titled Go!!oboration 
&fWeeR tire Libro~ j  znd IlsfomrPi7stiorr Science Ic'esearcher 
2nd the Practitioner: Leadership Progmms in the U.S. X N ~ S  
introduced by Beverly P. Lynci-, (Professorp Graduate 
School of Educztion 8 inforriation Sm&ies, ECLA 2nd 
Interim Presidec~, Center for Research Libraries, 'J'SA]. 
Orgznizaiions and preseaters at the workshop included: 
Association of Kesearch Eibraries, Management Programs, 
Duane Webster {sxecutive director, Association of Re- 
search Libraries, USA); UCtA Senior Fellows Prograin> 
ieffery Horreii (associate iibrarian of HarvarC Coiiege and 
1939 senior feiiow, USA); Frye Leadership Institute, 
Geanna Marcum (presicien?, Councii; on LiSrary and in- 
formation Resources, USA); Association of College and 
Xesearch Libraries/Earvard Program; AIlhea Jenkins {di- 
rector? Ffarida Stale Snlversity Libraries and forzer ex- 
ecutive director, Association of College and Research Li- 
bra~ies, ESP,: ; Erban Libraries Council Executive Leader- 
ship Institute, k e y  Rodger [president, Urban Libraries 
Council, USA); Stanford, Caiifornia State Library, Insti- 
tute on 21" Cen:ilry Librarianship, Anne Marie Gold {ex- 
ecutive director of the Hnsritnte, USA); and Morte~son 
Center for International Library Programs, Visitors Pro- 
grar:: Marianna Tax Choidin (director and distfnguished 
professor, USA]. 
The second prcgram was titled International Coopera- 
tion in Library and Information Science &IS) Researck: 
Making a Difference in the KmwSoQge Age. P r o g r a ~  
speakers and their papers included an examsle of Euro- 
pean cooperaiion on research in iibrarianship, Francoise 
Bourdon and Eiisabeth Freyre (YibiiothPque Nationale 
de France, Paris, France;; Xesearclz and Internarional 
Technicn! Cospom'rlon, prograxxnes, Ian M. Johnson 
[head, School of isformatien and Media, The Robert 
Gordon University, Aberdeen, Scotiand, UK); and Col- 
iabomtive E,ffo-rts In Gross-Country Stadtzs Ors !nfoi-ma- 
tion Resource Sharing ,7n('rastructme Betmeen China And 
The Pis.: I ~ f ~ ~ d i z c i n g  A  Internrstional Cooperatiii~ Re- 
search Method, Yaz Quan Lir; (assistant professor, In- 
foraation and Library Science, Soutkern Connecticut 
State University, New Haven, CT> ',USA). 
The LTR Standing Committee held two buslcess Eeet- 
ings that were prsnarily focssed on cocference planning. 
Details for the %ston meeting were finaiized and work 
on the straiegic pian and actim items were completed 
Giscnssi~fi aiso inc!u&d EX programs for upcomi~lg 
conferences in Glasgcw Scotlaad. 2002, and Berlrr',, Ger- 
n a n x  1003. This year saw a slgnificana ci?_ange in the 
leadership of LTR as Lis Byberg, Korway, completed her 
second term as chairperson of LTR. She did an outstand- 
ing job for the co~mi t tee  and IFLA and now moves onto 
another section of IFLA. The LTR Standing Committee is 
in good hands with Ker~y Smith, Australia, assuming the 
position of chair (previously secretary/treasurer for LTR). 
Marian Roren, Ketherlands, becomes the new secretary/ 
treasurer. Wilda Newman, United States, continues as in- 
formation coordinator for the LTR Standing Corn~ittee. 
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The Section on Library and Research Services for Parlia- 
ments had a busy schedule of meetings at the EFLA con- 
femxe  in Boston. A pre-conference in Ottawa, hosted by 
the Parliamentary Library of Canada, had more than 1.30 
deiegates representing 46 different countries. The evect, 
calieC Pcrliamentary and Legislative Libraries: On the 
Cutting Edge of Information, featured presentations from 
members of parljamentary libraries in Cuba, Costa Rica, 
and Brazil, as we3 as a panel of Canadian librarians led 
by ~Mary Dickerson. 
The Boston program included two standing committee 
meetings, two open meetings (one of which was foliowed 
by a Hall), and Two workshops. Speakers included 
Daniel Mulhollan, director of the United States Coagres- 
sional Research Service, Richard Toornsta, director of the 
Parliamentary Documentation Center of the European 
'Jnion, and Karl Win Krr, head of Library and Informa- 
tion Service, Legislative Yma, Taiwan. The highlight of 
the research day workshop was the presentations of Rose- 
mary Crowley, a member of the Australian Senate, and 
Kosi Kadem, a member of the parliament of Ghana who 
discussed the Iegslator as client. 
The all day management workshop was held off-site at 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Section rnem- 
bers had their choice of attending group meetings on a 
variety of topics where they raised issues and shared best 
practices. The section also agreed upon a work pian for 
the coming year. 
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As an SLA representatse to the IFLA Section of Univer- 
sity and Other Genera1 Research Libraries, I compiled this 
report on the activities of this section, as well as on :he 
work of the Round Table on User Education (RTUE), an 
IFLA group that I chair. The airr, of the report is to en- 
courage other SLA members to participate in the exciting 
international work of IFLA. 
The Section on University Libraries had severai activities 
including open sessions, discussion groups, and work- 
shops. 
A satellite meeting, Service Management, and Leader- 
ship: Essential Tools of Librazy Services to the Academic 
Community, at Harvard Unversiry. This was an excel- 
lent meeting organized by ACRL but having as guest 
members of the IFLA Secticn on University Libraries. 
Performance Measurement irz Academic Libraries, a 
group discussion. 
Marketing of Library Services t~ the Academic Commu- 
nity, a discussion lead by the Information and Docu- 
mentation Group that was created to fill the gap cre- 
ated by the demise of FID. 
An open session on academic and research library part- 
nerships. 
A workshop on managing academic acd research li- 
brary partnerships. 
A workshop called Information Literacy: the Contribu- 
tion of Websites. A joint activity with the User Educa- 
tion Round Table. 
The university section's has four main activities planned 
for IFLA Glasgow 2Q02. The themes inclazde: 
* Change and its Impact on Staff, an open session. 
e Evaluation and Quality Assurance: Focus on New Mea- 
sures of Institutional Outcomes and Evidence of Impact, 
a group discussion. 
a Shaping the Future of SchoLrrrly Communication and 
Publishing: The Librarierns' Role, a workshop. 
* The Role of the University Library in Promoting Demor- 
racy and Diversity, a workshop. 
Members of this section also prese~ted the final docu- 
ment of the IFLA licensing principles, which is available 
on the IFLA website. This is a useful set of guidelines for 
any academic library. A decision was made to accept 
scholarly communication as a high priority for the sec- 
tion work. A draft will also be prepared to discuss Evalu- 
ation and Quality Assurance ir, Academic and Research 
Libraries at the 2002 Glasgow meeting. 
The Round Table on User Education had an cpen ses- 
sion devoted to discuss fnternationai Guidelines for 
User Education Across Continents. The five papers pre- 
sented were: 
Loanne Snavely, "ACRL Information Literacy Compe- 
tency Standards for Higher Educaiion" (USA] 
* Toby Bainton: "Information Literacy ar,d Academic Li- 
braries: The SCONUL Approach" [UK) 
Christina Tovote: "The PedagogicaI Challenge and the 
Student as Customer" (Sweden) 
Benno, Homrnan: "Difficulties and New Approaches in 
User Education in Germany" (Germany) 
Hans Chopra, "Performance Appraisal of Library User 
Instructors in Developing Countries"(1cdia) 
As reported, this round table organized a joint workshop 
with the Section on University Libraries on Information 
Literacy: The Contribution of Websiies. G 
In late 1399, the Los Angeles' Mer- 
repolitan Tranqorlation Authorfry 
(MTA) asked. some original thinkers 
how the city couid use technology 
to solve its transit proSIems. 
80-year-old Ray Bradbury, author of 
Fahrerrireir $5: and The McrPicrn 
Chronicks> who has lived in Eos A;.- 
geles for most of his life, was only too 
happy to oblige. Bradbury is only one 
of the more *an 13 nillion people liv- 
ing in the Los Angeks basin. But he is 
not one of *ose who drive any of Lie 
area's seven million cars. 
Bradbury criticized the sumptuous 
new $500 miliion MT4 headquaeers 
as a -waste of noney. So did about 
10 million other Angelinos. We also 
said one of the most important things 
missing in the MTA's rail and bus 
system was " i ~ n . "  
If he stiil thinks that, he's probably 
more or less alone. And he obviously 
hasn't had a chance is ride the two- 
year-old red line subway. 
In the metro station located at Hol- 
Iywood and Vine-perhaps tbe 
world's most famous intersec:ion- 
artist Gilbert Lujan has created an 
environment that reflects the "his- 
tory, glamour, excitement" cf the 
Hollywood film industry "in its yes- 
teryear and its great movie palaces." 
At street level: the HoEywood and 
Vine bus shelters are designed after 
the Chinese Theater and the Brown 
Derby restaurant, and rhe station en- 
trance resembles an actual =ovie 
marqxe. The interior is star-strrdded 
with artifacts of the film industry. 
Recycled fiIm reek decorate ?he ceii- 
ing, and Paramonnt Pictures has 
donated two orlginai film projectors 
from the 1330s for an exhibit. The 
P iioor reflects The Tjv.;Zard of Oz's "yel- 
low brick road," and the piaza rail- 
ing design incorporates the musicaj 
notes to Ykmray for Ecllywood." 
Finally, Lujan's several ceramic 
benches depict LA'S famous car cui- 
ture and underline the autonobile's 
significance to the cityr. 
There are other inreresling slops on 
the metro's red line. The HolIywood/ 
Western Avenue Station attempts to 
reclaim a different past, paying hom- 
age to Califorcia's native Mestizo 
heritage and its original European 
settlemenrs, not to mention the 
panethnic backgrounds of the more 
recent immigrants who make up rhe 
country's second-largest city. 
Michael A. Davis' Vermont/Sunsei 
Station transports cc=muters down 
escalators to a chart, which zaps  
their piace in the universe. The 
station's architectural details are 
borrowed from the neighborhod 
around it as well as i ron 1959s sri- 
fi and contemporary post-modern 
designs. The station floor and walls, 
for exampie, are inlaid with granite 
patterns of celeslid orbits, and =eta% 
etched with spheres containing 
aedica! symbols and Eicroscopic 
inages of Xe forms-iconography 
cornmoniy shared. by astronozy and 
medicine, since the hospitais around 
the station and the Griffith Park Ob- 
servatory are both visiSle to passen- 
gers exiting the siation. The 
o'aservatory's fzmous domed form is 
eve11 echoed in the design of the 
buildmg's elevator. 
The Vemont/Santa Monica/L.A. City 
College sttion won an Architecturai 
Design Citation frorn Progi-esslue AT- 
cfiiterture magazine. in another coi- 
laborative exercise with the sur- 
rounding neighborhoob. artist Rob- 
ixt  -6,Millar worked with the nearby 
Braiile Institute and neighboring Los 
Angeles City Cclege. which boosts 
a strong :healer curr icul~r:~ ro in- 
corporate a variety of inreresting tex- 
kres  into the stalior;, for rhe visu- 
aiiy-impaired, and even p r ~ ~ i d e d  a 
performance area; ar the piaza level 
for aspiring tileatar folk! 
. ~Marked by strong simpk mes,  the 
station's design emphasizes naturai 
vs. artificial Iight through a series of 
skylights thar introdzce natural ligRt 
into the station. According to the 
designers, the station s3ouid 
heighten the awamness of riders to 
their location, by questioning the 
nature cGf "place" versus "space." 
-7 i fie stat%on at 17errnonr and Beverly, 
cn the other hand, celebrates the 
appeal of ciassical architecture and 
nature. Patinaed bronze coluan  
capitals p~ovide a srark contrast to 
the narural-looking rock Bor=atiocs 
found a: aii levels cf the station, in- 
clbading rhe entrance. Realistic-icok- 
ing fake rocks, designed bf arlisr 
George Stone, are rhe ?esillt of his 
sainstaking study of the ackai ge- 
ology and rock fo:ma:ions of :he site. 
-- i he design is intended to r e d n d  rid.- 
ers thzlt even great technoiogicai 
athievements cannot contain nature, 
and invites them to "question their 
?eiaMonship to both the environment 
and technology' " 
A11 of these stations are on the 
Metro's two-yeas-old. red iine sub- 
way. To get there from the Gonven- 
tion Center, S L A  ar'rendees can take 
rhe blue h e  from the Pico Stahion 
(right around the come: from the 
Convention Center>, go one slop tc 
the 7::. Street/Metrc Center Station, 
and change there IS the Red Line :o 
North Eoliywood. To learn more 
absnt each starion's art and arc&- 
tecture, log or* lo ww-w.=ta.net/ 
metroart. 
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If we couid read only one writer on 
our management bookshelf, it would 
be Peter Drucker. fven at 92, his 
career continues to unfold, making 
it possible for us to study hi= in real 
lime, rather than as a historical fig- 
UFe. 
Om of the new breed of hip isusi- 
ness magazines, Business 2.0, fea- 
t xed  hix on the cover of its Octo- 
ber 2@01 issue, as the top name in 
'The ausiness 2.0 Guru Guide." 
Through the years he has had other 
endorsemenrs fro= icons of busi- 
ness, such as recentiy retired Gen- 
eral Electric CEO jack Welch and 
Intel's chairman, Andy Grove. 
We are particularly fortunate that he 
will be the keynote speaker at the 
2002 Special Libraries AssociatYcn 
annual conference in Los Angeles. 
skTe don't know what he will tell us 
about rnanagemenr, k t  we czn fry 
to understand some oi his x a j n  
isieas, to better appreciate his mes- 
sage when we hear 1t 
One idea is that every knowledge 
worker (in other wiords, the entire 
membership of SLA) is a manager, 
whether your title says it or not. So 
yobi must learn to manage yourseli. 
Another is that management is not 
for business alone. Governments, 
churches, and conprofits of all types 
must "it well managed. 
Drucker has also advoca:ed pericdi- 
caIly looking at what an organiza- 
tion does, and deciding what activi- 
ties would be dropped if ir could sta,ar', 
.7 
a;i over again. Ideaiiy, it would then 
drop tkose activities and do so=e- 
thing =ore woitfiwfmile. But as he 
demonstrates in ?is writings, this is 
easier said tban done. 
In his 839-page opus Managenen:: 
Tasks, Xespc~zsilriiities, Practices, 
published in 1974, he lays out "five 
basic operations in the work of a 
manager. Together :$ey resuit in the 
integration of resources into a vizble 
grcwing organism," 
These operations are setting objec- 
rives [one of Drucker's rnost famoss 
~anagement  ools is "Management 
5y Bbjecdves": , organizing and cias- 
sifyhg (this shouid be second na- 
t u x  to infcmertion Srrtkok readers!, 
motivating and comrnunica:ing, 
neasuring [including decisions on 
"pay, placemen: and promotion") , 
and developing people snciuding 
yourself) . 
i3rucker has written about manage- 
ment for more t ian  fifty years. Saxe 
of his most important thoughts were 
collected recently as The Essential 
Dnrckr:  Selectiom from the Manage- 
ment ?ya/@rks of Peter P". Drzrcker. It 
draws from ten books written be- 
tween 1954 and 1999. 
In a chapter taken from 1988's The 
New Realif;es, he a2empts sumxing 
up "a few, vepy essential prlncipies" 
on what managenent really is. He 
says ii is aboct people and opti,?aurr. 
jam performance; it is enbedded 
in the culture of its couiltry; it is a 
commitmen: re goals and values 
cieariy set oat and believed by the 
institucicn; it aiicws for growth and 
development oi its individuals; it 
. . 
oiends individual responsibility 
w t h  co~nun ica t ion ;  and it is a 
variety of factors that tell you how 
weii you are doing, nor just Iook- 
ing at the bottom line. Yet, in the 
end, only one thing matters. 'The 
single xosr important thing to re- 
mer~ber z k u t  any entepsrse 1s that 
results exist only s n  the outside," 
he said, "The result of a business is 
a satisfied customer. The result of a 
kospitai is a healed patient. T2e re- 
suir of 3 schooi is a student who 
has learned sometking and puts it 
to work ten years iarer. I. 2 s ~ ~ e  1 ' an 
enterprise, there are only cests." 
We =ay not know what Dmcker will 
say in his keynote, wit we can look 
jack to June 30, 1975, when he ad- 
dressed the Association of Goliege 
and Research Libraries, during A Z s  
annual conference In San Francisco. 
As reported in the Septe~~ber  1975 
issue of Cdlege and Research Library 
Airas, Drucker "...demonstrated a 
knowiedge of the primary f-mcfions 
cf libraries and iibrarians, which is 
--.. lsLely expressed outside of the r o -  
Session. Me obviously uses Iibraries 
and consuits with librarians, whom 
he characterized as people who un- 
dersiand the dynamics of Infarma- 
tfcn and act as catalysts to convert 
data into informatioa." 
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Recent reports that Patricia 
Schroeder, president of the Associa- 
:ion of American Pubiishers, referred 
i 7  LO librarians as "the enemy" came 
as quite a shock to many librarians. 
Maybe I am jaded, but I found it 
neither shocking nor even s u ~ r i s -  
ing. The copyright debate has be- 
come increasingly acrimonious over 
recent years, and it is likely to con- 
t ime to be so. 
Librarians (on one side) and p ~ 5 -  
iishers and other producers of copy- 
righted works (on the other side) 
have very different core vakes. T2e 
differences often piay out in discus- 
sions about copyright. These con- 
flicting core vaiaes make it likely 
%ha: disputes will continue to occur 
and :hat each group will view the 
other wath suspicion, refusing to 
acknowledge that the other s posi- 
tion might have some merit.' This 
Is unfortunate since hbrarians and 
publiskrs share an interest In mak- 
ing works available to the pubiic. 
 moreo over, the s;;ccess of each g r o ~ p  
is actually quite dependent on the 
other. These conflicts are likely re- 
sponsible for the increasing acri- 
mony in the copyright debate. 
It is impossibk not to over gener- 
aiize in any discussion of values, 
and f do recognize that :h, are are 
differences among librarians, but 
much of the difference is based on 
the type of library in which the 
person works. There are also sig- 
nificant differences between types 
of publishers and producers. For 
example, there are nonprofit publish- 
ers, association publishers, and uni- 
versity presses that share a namber 
of interests with commercial publish- 
ers, but all of their interests are not 
the same. In spite of the differences 
among publishers, the values Seing 
ascribed ro tbem as a group relate 
primarily to commerciai publishers. 
The extent to v d ~ h  noncommercial 
publishers share these vakes varies. 
Publishers and producers vaiae be- 
ing paid for the copyrighted works 
they produce and disxibute. When 
libraries reprohce copies of their 
works and give them away to users, 
this connicts with a core value of 
publishers-compensation for their 
producrs. The iaw recognizes that 
soae reproduction by iibraries is 
exempted or is a fair use. But instead 
of referring to such activity as in- 
fringenent, publishers increasingly 
call it "theft" or "piracy," which 
leaves Iitrie roor: for concepts such 
as fair use that relate to copyright 
infringement. The abilky to repro- 
duce perfect copies from a digital 
work exacerbates publisher concern 
about reproduction of their works. 
Another core value of copyright 
holders is the ability to controi their 
works in the x~arketpiace. Cer- 
tainly, in the digitai world detect- 
ing infringemenr can be more diffi- 
cult. Therefore, publishers and oth- 
ers are turning to technologicai 
y.eans to protect their works rather 
than relying on traditional copy- 
right. Publishers and producers 
also value the integrity of their 
works and seek to ensure thar t%e 
original work is not altered to re- 
flect negaiively on the producer. 
Publishers value licensing as a way 
ro control their works bm also see 
license fees as a 17aIuabie income 
streaz. They aiso vaiue the ability 
to market their works broadly and 
to explore new markers and new for- 
mats. Finally? a core value far pub- 
lishers is :hat fair use is only a de- 
fense to copyright infringement and 
not a users' righr. 
Libramns also have deepiy held core 
values. One overarching vahe may 
be described as the 'pubiic library, 
ethos." Even corporate librarians of- 
?en share $;is vziue since lbral-ian 
education and training is based on 
it. A part of this is the beiief that 
publlc hbraries are educatmnal insti- 
tutions. While this =ay be true in 
the broad sense, unrier the Copyright 
Act, public libraries are nonprofit li- 
braries and not ncnprcfit educational 
institutions. The second core iialue 
may be sanmed ap as "'info-mation 
to the people." This means that pub- 
!ic libraries are a shared inteliectuai 
resoarce maintained ax pablic ex- 
pense and ccpyrighted works gener- 
ally should be xade available to us- 
ers at R.G charge to the user. The first 
sale doctrine2 enables libraries to lesd 
materials free of charge s r  even for a 
fee. Librarians support the ztghts of 
users of copyzghed na:edais, which 
includes the right to mad. the right 
of access to ideas, and :he right to 
browse. Librarians view themselves 
as advocates for users in the copy- 
right debates. 
The exstence of a robast pubiic do- 
main 1s another criricaiiy impoxact 
core value for libraries. Finaliy, li- 
brarians believe that fair use is a 
right and ~ o t  simply a defense to 
cs j r r~ght  ininngemen%. T2e Copy- 
right Act zctually supports this view 
in 5 108 (f) (43 which states, "'. . .noth- 
ing shaii affect rhe right of fajr use 
. . ." (emphasis added). 
Society itself actualiy supports some 
of the core values of both groups. 
- ihe most inportant core vaiue for 
society in the copyright area psob- 
ably is the vaiue of an educated 
populace. Libraries piay a vital rde  
in creating an educated citizenry 
through both literacy and reading 
program, h i  also by making infor- 
mation available to users. Society 
supports the value of public libraries 
and public access to information. But 
sociery also values entrepreneurship 
and respects the ability to create a 
product and market it to the public. 
At the same time, society values the 
existence of tkke public domain since 
those wmks pravide much of the in- 
tellectcla1 commons that we all share 
as citizens. Free public access and 
comrr;,ercialization of information 
ceftainly are opposing values. 
The va.iues co~flict between librarians 
and pubiishers is evident. The core 
values that each group holds might 
help explain some of the statements 
they make in the copyrighr debates. 
The conflict also demonstrates why 
each group sometimes overreacts to 
statemects of the other group-be- 
cause those statements strike at the 
heart of a deeply held value. In addi- 
tion to this conflict, librarians and 
publishers often do not understand 
the copyright law. Both are guilty of 
misstating the law and overstate- 
ments about the horrors that will 
ensue in the digital world if their own 
core-value laden position is not rec- 
ognized and given primacy. 
Where does this lead? This values 
conflict often shapes the debate 
about the proper role of fair use 
guidehes, whether the act should 
be amended, and whether the origi- 
nal balance the act struck between 
producers of copyrighted works and 
users is correct. Further, it affects 
which cases are cited to support 
given positicns while other cases 
that take an opposite or even slightly 
different position are ignored. 
It is too bad that discussions between 
librarians and copyright holders have 
become marked with animosity and 
mutual distrust. Agreements can of- 
ten be reached when sides work to- 
gether. But the very nature of negotia- 
tion is compromise, which means that 
neither side will get all that it wants. 
Can we live with tbat? Either we will 
live with compromise or we wiIl con- 
tinue to battle before Congress, the 
Copyright Office, acd the courts. 
Copyright holders w i H  increasingly 
turn to technological controk and re- 
strictive licensing provisions to con- 
trol access to and use of their works. 
Librarians will chafe at +he restrictions 
their users have ":o endure and at the 
complaints they receive fro= their 
users because of these restrictions. 
And both grcmps will continue to view 
the other as untnrstworthy, at a mini- 
mum, or, as enemies, at worst. 
The material for this colomn came from an ar- 
ticle I wrote which was published iate ihis spring 
[despite the 2000 date), Values Confkt in rhe 
Digital Environment: iibranans Versus Copyright 
Holders, 24 Cdunbia-VIA J.L. &Arts 115 (2000). 
See Copyrigh? Con~er, Information Out!ook, May, 
2001. 
december 2C01 
Nearly three months have passed 
since terrorism hit the United States. 
The events of Septenber lit'' stined 
us and our nation, permanently con- 
necting us to fear, uncertainty, and 
uneasiness. Lost amid the chacs and 
confusion is the innocence of our 
nation-occe rhought to be izmune 
from the horrors often seen on 
nightly news reporrs from abrcad. 
We are now, and will forever be. af- 
fected by the terror that has plagued 
many pasts of the world for decades. 
int §LA. we grieve the loss of our 
members. OUr hearts go o ~ t  to their 
families who seek closure acd a de- 
sire to move forward in a difficu? 
time. We share their fears, concerns, 
and kith rha: there is hope for a bet- 
ter world. The images of September 
lIt"in?bedded in o w  ~ ~ i n d s  and 
hearts, remind us that toierance, 
i;nderstanding, and respect for our 
fellow n a n  mustprevaii. 
O n  October 12:" ddisring SLA's 
monthly staff meeting, Executive 
Director Roberta Shaffer opened the 
floor to discussion of these life a1- 
tering events. For mazy SSLA s~aff- 
ers, this was an opportunity to gain 
some perspective and share their 
views. Wirile a variety of concerns 
were raised during the discussion, 
protection of civil Iibe2ies and UE- 
derstandlng the differences in cni- 
tures an3 religions were the most 
talked about rspics. 
In her Information Outlook column 
this month, Roberta mentioned the 
staff's dfscussicn and the contribu- 
tions that §LA can rovide, includ- 
ing the membership's responsibility 
to harness and disseminate accurate 
infoi-natlcr~ 
Listening to President Bush's heart- 
felt address to rhe nation in the days 
after the attacks filled me with enlo- 
tioc. It also left =e seeking answers. 
The president spoke of suspected 
terrorist, and mastermind behind the 
attacks, Osana Bin Laden and the 
A1 Qaeda organization. 
We framed the incident in sizplistic 
term and described the repercus- 
sions and consequences to those m- 
spcnsibk, Bus3 said that terroris= 
attacks the hear? of freedon, and\ 
vowed to bring the responsible par- 
ties to justice or bring justice t s  
them, In an effort to Suild an inter- 
national coaiiticn of support fcr 
waging a global war on xerrorisn, 
the president is working too win owr 
Muslim hearts and =incis. 
On the other front, Bin Laden and 
the Taliban have taken their cause 
public, painting a picture of the 
United States as an aggressor against 
Islam. Calling for a jinad {holy war: 
against those who support our 
cause. Night after night, television 
reports vividly show displays of anti- 
AmeScan sentinent iron the ~Liddle 
east. But hatred foward America diC 
not develop ever night. 
Ac article in aE October issue ef 
Newsmeek magazine entitled "Wky 
Thej Ifate Us," answered r ~ a n y  of 
my personal questions. The article 
exar~ined the reasons bekind :he 
hateful views toward America and 
western culture in g e ~ e r a i .  I r  
delved into the ohvicus cultural 
and philosophical differences. 1: 
also explained how Bin Laden has 
cultivated hate that has become re- 
hgious doctrine in certain areas of 
the Middle East and Asia. The piece 
provided insight and a clearer un- 
derstanding of $OW someone such 
as Bin Laden can manipulate and 
controi through fear, and justify 
ncnerous $orrendous acts in the 
name of God. By the end of the ar- 
ticle I understood why possibly 
n i l i l ons  cf people hate whar 
Amerjca stands for, why they fear 
our culture, and why they blame 
us fcr K L Z E ~  of tire problems in :he 
Middle East and the world. 
Six months ago no one \vou:d have 
fathomed that an act of this magni- 
tude could happen in zhe United 
States. As an American, I plead ig- 
mrance to =any of the issues  he 
article raised. My rhought process 
before reading the article would not 
have allowed me :c even think that 
sonew-here in the world people 
wonid justify murder and hatred. As 
Amer':cans, we tend 'lo dismiss prob- 
lems in far off places of the v~orid. 
As westerr, cnknre transcands the 
globe, we must be cognizant of glo- 
bai probierns because they affect rrs 
in&rectly and &ecfiy. 
The world's percqtion of us has 
merit. We must reme=ber that our 
individual decisions reflect a larger 
rzovenwnt. Believe it or not, we 
share 2 responsibiiity to look within 
ourseIves and as%: What can i do to 
zake  this world 2 better place for 
everyone? The world as we envision 
it _ , q ~ , ~ e s  u  to take time to learn 
about others and to put the prover- 
bial shoe on the other foot, One 
n a n ' s  paradise r:ay be another 
nan's hell. Because the world as we 
once knew it will never be the same. 
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2001 was quite a year. It began with 
the inauguration of George Bush af- 
ter an unusual, close election, and 
it is ending with tragic nationai and 
international events doxinating the 
news and our t5onghts. Here at §LA, 
we had an extraordinary year as 
well. David Bender retired aker 22 
years as executive director, but his 
big shoes are being capably filled by 
our new executive director, Xoberta 
Shaffer. 
In 2031, SLA's Strategic Learning 
Team aiso had lots going on. We 
introduced new learning experi- 
ences, and we added a new tea= 
member, Samantha Strea=er 
Veneruso, as 32r learning catalyst. 
To close this year in a d%fferent way, 
we thought we wouid let you see 
what yol: and your coiieagues said 
about your learning experiences 
with us in 2001. 
"I have new ideas to take back 
to work and apply" 
" [This course] has direct inpact. I 
will use these skills this year for re- 
porting to my company." 
"Just what I was seeking! This was 
a step-by-step expianation of a five- 
step informatior, andit--nuts and 
bolts . . . I think i will be able to adapt 
and apply directly to my specific 
needs. [It was] worth every Xt of 
time and money to attend." 
'"[I licked up some specific points 
and will charrge some of our prcd- 
ucts to appear more positive. [It 
sho-wed we need to examine our 
current Image." 
"It was perfect timing as om library 
is under review and I needed to write 
a value-added report." 
"This was an exceiknt learning ex- 
perience of value to those of us with 
lots of years since o x  ,MkS. 1 came 
away energized and with a new net- 
wcrk of colleagues. i hope this ex- 
perie~ce will be replicated in other 
parts of the corantr\j and I will be 
recomnending it to others." 
"One of the 5est learning experiences 
I have had as a professionai. Not just 
a educational sessicn, but an over- 
all learning experience an wkat is 
being discussed in our proiessicn 
and also what is being accomplished 
in the information field." 
"All of the MLS renewal sessions 
tested me, forcing n e  to look at, and 
reassess, my beiiefs and opinions 
concerning our profession as a 
whole, and my individual work en- 
~ i r o n ~ e n t ,  Some ideas I kept, some 
I discarded, but the memories and 
bonhomie share6 with my peers 
shaii stay with me for a very- Long 
time.'' 
"Well organized and excellent appor- 
fT .P- .  Ld.lity to learn.'. 
"I ar: a seasoned pracixfoner with 
many years 3 f  attending learning 
related events in a diverse range of 
contents and industries. This was 
easily one of the best and easily one 
of the most practical and focused." 
"All the ele=ents of a truly great 
conference were brought together at 
Gn? time--facMtator facslty, fra=e- 
work for discussion, network and 
open-space discnssion sessions, and 
s2pporting/reinforcemezt acrivilies 
ail combined for a great iearning 
experience. I cane away witi; a fresh 
approach and understanding for 
what it is rhat i must do to cham- 
pion MM in =ji organization." 
"The KC1 learning experience was 
weli-thought out, energizing, stirns- 
laiing. [it wasj an altogether sarisfy- 
ing experience that exceeded my ex- 
pectations. The care, level of sophis- 
ticalion, and professionalism that 
went into crafting the iearning ex- 
pesence was obvious fr3m the stae." 
Looking ahead to 2G0.2, SLA's Stra- 
tegic Learning Tea= is very excited. 
!G 2002, the ME§ Renewal experi- 
ence will return along with the Vir- 
tual S e ~ i n a r  Series and :he Annual 
Conference CE courses. We look 
forward to new learning exp, Orence I s, 
su"' ,1 cs --  Innovating Infomagicrab Ser- 
vices and Knowledge Eomms. M7e 
are eagerly anticipating the roll ost 
of the S M  Learning Express in early 
2002. 
Also we are hopkg to hear more 
from you, our iearners, about what 
you need and want to learn. Email 
us at learning@sia.org or call us at 
{zaz: ~ ~ 1 - 3 6 a 7  
If you joined us in 2803, thank you. 
kiie hope you had a great exped- 
ence, and we hope you will join 
again ns in 2002, If yon were un- 
able to be with 7;s this year, it 49 
okay. Y m  will have many cqpsr- 
tnnitfes to learn witk us in 2002, 
so do not z i s s  our. 

Marsagemen& GWU a i d  
Phibikzer Prfze RErrrner to be 
Featured A$ %LAqs 
Car~fes~nce 
The Special Lisraries Association 
(§LA) has confirmed that  Peter 
Drucker and Doris Kearns Goodwin 
will be the featured speakers at §X's  
9 3 1 ~  Annual Conference. June 8-1 3, 
Foundkg  Member of PAM 
Passes &my 
Jeyce Watson., a =ember of the Phys- 
ics-Astronomy-Math Divisloc, re- 
cently died of cancer. 
Watson worked at the Center for As- 
trophysics, a joint project between 
Harvard University a n 2  the  
S~iithsonian AstrophysicaE Observa- 
tory, from I949 mt i i  1991. After this, 
she worked with SIMBKD and the 
Astrophysics Data System until her 
retirement in Jarnary 1997. 
Watsan was trained in Ebrary science 
in Enghnd, where she started in gov- 
ernment docume~ts  control and be- 
came head librarian for two engineer- 
ing companies. After coming to the 
United States and taking a child-rals- 
ing break, she stafled and operated 
a small research library at Lowell 
2002 in Los hngeies, California, USA. 
Known as the father of managercent 
science, Drucker is a globai manage- 
~ e n t  guru whcse advice and exper- 
tise is sought o u t b y  CEO's from 
aroudd the world, including Sack 
Welch and Andy Grove. At age 91, 
he maintains a busy schedule by 
teaching, cons~lting,  writing, and 
doing speaking engagements. Kezms 
Goodwin is a Pulitzer Prize winner 
and best-selling author who has writ- 
ten numerous books and articles on 
everything iron: politics to base3al! 
for ieading national publications. She 
is also a regular panelist on PBS's The 
News Hour with Jim Lehrer and a fre- 
quent comrmntatcr on N3C and 
LMSNBG. 
- iechnological lastitare. She joined 
SAO in Decer~ber 1969. In 1976 she 
rook her first coursee in online data- 
base searcking a', thc Eniversity 3f 
Pittsburgh and was hooked. Soo3. 
thereaftez she brought anline litera- 
ture searching to the Observatory. In 
1986 ehe learned about SIMBAB just 
when  the  @er,tre de Donc2es 
Astronomiqcres de Strasbocrg in 
France was eager to expand the us- 
age oi their object- based database. 
In the earliest days of STMSAD, 
Watsoa did all the searching with a 
300-1200 baud mxkm, a telephone 
with an overseas service contract, 
and a line printer. Watson was also 
inveiired ir, the early days GE t3e As- 
trophysics Data System. 
Joyce was also a -=enbe: of the AAS 
and the Aslronomicai Society of the 
Pacific. 
%Raffer Ja%s GPO Corrncii 
Roberta Shaffer, SLRs cxecrztive di- 
rector. recently jcined the Depository 
Library Gcnncii to :he public printer. 
Shaffer, who :s one of 14 colrncji 
members; begar_ her xhree-year term 
in October. 
The Cmncii advises the Govercment 
P~n t ing  Office {GPO) oc rsslres related 
to pablic access to Govcmmext Infcr- 
~ a t i a a  products through the Federal 
Cepository Librzy Program (FDLP: . 
The FDLP is a nationwide system 
compr:sing more than 1.306 libraries 
acting in pa2nershi: with the GPO 1s 
provide the general public with local 
access to feder~l government informa- 
tion prod.~c%s a: no cost. 
Administered by GPO, the FFDL'i 3s 2 
nationwide geographically dispersed 
system comprising s o r e  than 1,330 
libraries zcting ic partnership with the 
GPO to provide the genera! pnblic 
:with lccal access to federal govern- 
ment infornation products a? no cost. 
5haffer Appears iw kos 
Angeks TSmes Articie 
SLA Execu?;ve Director Roberta 
Shaffer VJZS featured prominently ir, 
a recent Sos Ar~geles Times article 
abo:;t the diversity of objects pecple 
can find in libraries. 
The agicle was spawned by zn ex- 
hibit called The World From h7ere: 
Treaszres of the Greet LCS Angeles 
Libraries by Sruce Whiteman, the 
head iibrarran ar U@L_&'s WUiarL 
Andrews Clark Memoriai Li:~razy. 
72 the article, Shaffer coxments  
about the transition of artifacts frcm 
private libraries to public libraries 
and the number af specral libraries 
in the United States. 
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